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Abstract 
Accurate characterisation of the microstructure of the human cerebral cortex is important for 
a number of applications. It guides anatomical parcellation, the functional correlates of which 
inform neurosurgical decision making. It also enables detection of subtle abnormalities such 
as focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), an important cause of epilepsy. Many studies have been 
conducted in this area over the past century using different techniques ranging from 
qualitative histological to quantitative in vivo Magnetic Resonance (MR) studies. However, 
achievement of precise whole-cortex microanatomical mapping has been hindered by the 
lack of a comprehensive mapping method that takes into account a wide range of 
microstructural (cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic) tissue properties.  
To bridge this gap, I conducted my research with two main aims. First, I investigated the 
presence of information in the Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) signal about tissue 
microstructure over and above MR relaxometry-based tissue properties (e.g. longitudinal 
relaxation time T1, effective transverse relaxation time T2*), on which MR-based 
microstructural mapping methods are based. I proposed a novel quantitative framework that 
employs Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) and statistically characterises the MRF 
residuals, after accounting for the relaxometry-based tissue properties. I showed the 
presence of area-specific characteristics in the MRF residual signals from three cortical 
areas of individuals, suggesting that the framework could reveal more information about the 
microstructural variations between cortical areas. This method could especially be helpful 
where the information derived from the MR-relaxometry tissue properties is not sufficient for 
delineating the distinction between two cortical areas. 
The second aim of my research was to propose an automated microanatomical mapping 
method for parcellating the cortex at the voxel level. I used the MRF residual analysis 
framework to characterise voxels from seven cortical areas. I then developed a feature-
based supervised machine learning classification model that takes the statistical 
characterisation of each voxel MRF residual as its input feature vector. At the level of the 
individual subject, the average parcellation accuracy of the model was >80% for seven 
cortical areas. The proposed quantitative in vivo voxel-wise cortical parcellation method 
could be further expanded to cover the whole brain. The framework might also be used for 
purposes other than cortical parcellation, including accurate lesion detection and delineation 
in neurosurgery and staging of neurological diseases. 
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RBF-SVM Radial basis function support vector machine 
RF Radio frequency 
ROC Receiver operating characteristic curve 
ROI Region-of-interest 
SA2RAGE Saturation-prepared with 2 rapid gradient echoes 
SAR Specific absorption rate 
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio 
SPM Statistical parametric mapping 
SVM Support vector machine 
TE Echo time 
TR Repetition time 
WM White matter 
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Chapter 1 Introduction
 2 
Early studies of the human cerebral cortex microanatomy, through invasive histological 
methods, have revealed the spatial heterogeneity of this important part of the brain [1]. 
Accordingly, human cortical parcellation, which aims to develop methods for identifying 
these distinct partitions of the cortex, has played an important role in understanding the 
organisation of the brain. Such studies have the potential to improve our understanding of i) 
the underlying microstructural characteristics of the brain functional units [2, 3], and ii) the 
microstructural pathology of different types of psychiatric and neurological disorders such 
as epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease (AD), focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), and multiple sclerosis 
(MS) [4-7]. 
The field of human cortical mapping has gone through major developments since the initial 
studies that were started at the beginning of the 19th century. Particularly, the advent of 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has revolutionised this field, as it allows non-invasive 
studies of the brain organisation in the living human brain [8].  
In this dissertation, I present the findings of my PhD research, in which I investigated the 
development of a novel magnetic resonance technique to characterise grey matter 
microstructure in the human brain.  
In this introductory chapter, I present a background to the field of human cortical mapping, 
starting by an overview of two main microstructural characterisation criteria (i.e. cyto- and 
myelo-architectonics). I then briefly describe the first observer-independent method of 
cortical characterisation [9], which was a major revolutionary transition from qualitative to 
quantitative methods towards reliable and reproducible cortical parcellation. Next, an 
overview of the MRI basics is provided, followed by the discussion of the major advances in 
quantitative MRI-based cortical mapping methods and their limitations that motivated the 
research presented in this thesis. Finally, a novel Magnetic Resonance (MR)-based tissue 
property quantification framework (i.e. Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) [10]) is 
described, and its capacity for resolving the major drawbacks of previous quantitative MRI 
cortical mapping methods is explained. Here, I explain why MRF was selected as the main 
component of the cortical characterisation research presented in this thesis. 
At the end of this introductory chapter, three main aims of my PhD research are outlined. 
The findings from the investigation of each aim are presented in the following chapters. 
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1.1 HISTOLOGICAL CORTICAL MAPPING  
Efforts in microarchitectonic mapping of the human cerebral cortex began over a century 
ago, using histological studies of post-mortem brains. These studies were mainly based on 
cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic features, taking into account the layered 
organisation (usually six layers) of the cortex and the unique characteristics of different 
cortical areas [11].   
1.1.1 Cytoarchitectonics 
In cytoarchitectonic mapping, the cerebral cortex is subdivided into distinct areas based on 
differences in the thickness of the cortex and its individual layers and the density, 
distribution, size and shape of neuronal cell bodies in each layer of the cortex [12]. As an 
example, Figure 1-1 illustrates the distinction in layered cytoarchitecture of primary motor 
cortex and occipital cortex in the human. Note the absence of layer IV (i.e. internal granular 
layer [11]) and the presence of giant pyramidal cells (Betz cells) in layer V of the primary 
motor cortex [13]. In the occipital cortex, the arrangement of small and large pyramidal cells 
in layer III (i.e. external pyramidal layer [11]) allows the subdivision of this layer into two 
sublayers (IIIa and IIIb) [14]. 
 
Figure 1-1 The cytoarchitecture of a) primary motor cortex (Source: [13]), and b) occipital cortex 
(Source: [14]) in adult human.  
Brodmann [15], who was one of the pioneers of microanatomical cortical mapping, identified 
52 cytoarchitectonically distinct subdivisions in the human cerebral cortex and published his 
cytoarchitectonic map of the human brain in 1909. Figure 1-2 depicts five other 
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cytoarchitectonic maps of the human cerebral cortex that have been published over the first 
half of the twentieth century. A comparison of these cortical maps reveals differences in 
terms of the number and boundary of identified cytoarchitectural subdivisions. For example, 
von Economo and Koskinas [16] supplemented Brodmann areas 44, 45, and 47 [15] by 
transitional areas FFF, FF, and Ffa in the fronto-orbital cortex. Following the new ontology 
that they introduced, von Economo’s and Koskinas’ map [16] contains more cortical areas 
than Brodmann’s cytoarchitectonic map [15]. Considerable differences are also observed 
between Brodmann’s map and the Russian school’s (Sarkisov, et al. [17]) map of the human 
cerebral cortex, although the latter employed Brodmann’s cytoarchitectonic mapping 
approach as the basis for their studies. In later studies, Bailey [18] concluded that 
cytoarchitectonic characteristics are insufficient to differentiate between all areas of the 
cerebral cortex. They also argued that the Brodmann cortical mapping approach would lead 
to over-parcellation of the cerebral cortex and pointed out the observer-dependent 
cytoarchitectonic criteria used in the Brodmann parcellation scheme as one of the main 
problems of his cortical parcellation method. This in turn leads to non-reproducibility and 
subjectivity, which could explain the parcellation variations in the cytoarchitectonic maps of 
the cerebral cortex published by different researchers (Figure 1-2) [1]. Further, Lashley and 
Clark [19] argued that the limited number of brains studied by Brodmann and the followers 
of his approach could give rise to the problem of variability between different cortical maps. 
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Figure 1-2 Cytoarchitectonic maps of the human cerebral cortex published by Brodmann [20], 
Campbell [21], Bailey [18], Smith [22], von Economo and Koskinas [16], and Sarkisov, et al. [17]. Similar 
colours represent similar cytoarchitectonic structures. Source: [1]. 
1.1.2 Myeloarchitectonics 
Myeloarchitectonic mapping studies the differences in size, density, orientation relative to 
the cortical surface (tangentially, radially or obliquely oriented) of myelinated nerve fibres, 
organised in distinctive layers across the cerebral cortex [12]. Vogt and Vogt [23] initiated 
the studies of myeloarchitectural mapping of the cerebral cortex in 1898 by establishing one 
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of the largest research institutes in Germany, located in Berlin and focussing on the study 
of cerebral cortex structure and function [11]. 
The Vogts’ work on myeloarchitectonic and functional parcellation of the cerebral cortex [24] 
inspired Brodmann’s cytoarchitectural mapping studies [1] which were performed in 
collaboration with the Vogts. Unlike cytoarchitectonic studies, which were also performed by 
external researchers, the majority of the myeloarchitectonic studies of the human cerebral 
cortex were conducted in Vogts’ institute [11]. The Vogts established a simple, well-designed 
systematic approach for preparing sections of the brain using Weigert staining of the 
sections and for analysing the myeloarchitecture of the cerebral cortex [11].  
Vogt [25] defined two main criteria for analysing the myeloarchitectonic characteristics of the 
cerebral cortex based on the laminar arrangement of i) the tangential fibre bands (i.e. 
bistriate, unistriate, unitostriate, and astriate [11]), and ii) the radial fibre bundles (i.e. 
euradiate, supraradiate and infraradiate  [11]), as depicted in Figure 1.3. Local variations in 
these myeloarchitectural characteristics between the neighbouring areas of the cerebral 
cortex defined areal boundaries. In terms of the architectural variations of the tangential 
fibres, in the bistriate type (Figure 1.3a), two clearly distinct tightly packed bands of 
tangential fibres (i.e. bands of Baillarger) are visible in layers 4 and 5b. In contrast, in the 
unistriate type (Figure 1.3b), only the external band of Baillarger is identifiable in layer 4. 
The intrastriate layer 5a, which is poor in fibres and thus separates the Baillarger stripes, is 
not present in the unitostriate type, consequently creating a single plexus (Figure 1.3c). In 
the astriate type (Figure 1.3d), layers 4-6 are not differentiable and are visible as a large 
concentrated fibre plexus. With regard to radial fibre bundles, the main discriminator is the 
length of the fibre bundles. The fibre bundles in the infraradiate type are very short and only 
reach to the internal stria layer 5b (Figure 1.3b). In contrast, the fibre bundles in the 
supraradiate type (Figure 1.3c), are very long and extend over the width of the cortex to 
zonal layer 1. The fibre bundles of the euradiate type (Figure 1.3a and d), are of an 
intermediate length, relative to the length of the bundles in the supraradiate and infraradiate 
types. 
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Figure 1.3 Vogt [25] identified four main types of lamination patterns of the tangential fibres: a) 
bistriate, b) unistriate, c) unitostriate, d) astriate, and three types of the radial fibre bundles 
arrangements: a,d) euradiate, b) infraradiate, c) supraradiate, in the cerebral cortex. Source: [11]. 
An example of the use of these criteria by Vogt [26], to make myeloarchitectural distinctions 
between three frontal areas (i.e. areas 17, 36 and 42) in the human cerebral cortex is 
illustrated in Figure 1.4. In area 17 the radial fibre bundles end in the intrastriate layer 5a, 
thus classifying this cortical area as of the infraradiate type. Area 36 is identified as a 
unistriate euradiate type, and area 42 is of the astriate type because of the densely packed 
fibres in layers 4-6.  
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Figure 1.4 Myeloarchitectonic laminar variations between frontal cortical areas a) 17, b) 36, and c) 42, 
according to Vogt [26]. Source: [11]. 
The Vogts’ myeloarchitectonic map contains a much larger number of microstructurally 
distinct cortical areas (i.e. 200 [24]) than Brodmann’s cytoarchitectonic map [15]. This may 
be explained by the higher differentiability between the architecture of intracortical nerve 
fibres, which was considered by Vogts in their parcellation approach, enabling further 
subdivision of major cortical areas identified by Brodmann [27]. Despite these differences, 
Vogt and Vogt [23] noted that, similar to the layered arrangement of cytoarchitectural 
properties, myeloarchitectonic characteristics of the cerebral cortex are also arranged in a 
layered manner, as demonstrated in Figure 1.5. This suggests complementarity of 
cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic information for mapping the cerebral cortex [11]. 
Accordingly, the Vogts believed that it was possible to develop a multimodal 
microarchitectonic map of the human cerebral cortex based on the combination of cyto- and 
myeloarchitectural features [1].     
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Figure 1.5 A schematic representation of the layered organisation of myeloarchitecture (right) and 
cytoarchitecture (left) of the cerebral cortex provided by Vogt and Vogt [23]. Source: [11]. 
Apart from the extensive myeloarchitectonic studies performed at the institute of the Vogts, 
other pioneering scientists including Campbell [21], Smith [22] and Kaes [28], to name a 
few,  also published myeloarchitectural maps of the human cerebral cortex. Campbell [21] 
performed his microarchitectural studies with the ultimate aim of localising cerebral cortical 
functions. He analysed both cyto- and myeloarchitectural characteristics of three human 
cerebral hemispheres, and then added examinations of only white matter fibres for another 
three hemispheres to this study. Using this method, he identified 16 cortical areas. At the 
time (1905), his human cerebral cortex map was the only one describing the combined cyto 
and myeloarchitectonic features of cortical areas. Another myeloarchitectonic pioneer was 
Smith [22] who published his myeloarchitectural map of the human cerebral cortex in 1907. 
He used a simplified technique for his myeloarchitectonic investigations based on 
macroscopic characterisation of unstained sections of the cerebral cortex. His main 
parcellation criteria relied on variations in the degree of distinctness and the width of 
Baillarger stripes. Accordingly, he was able to create a detailed myeloarchitectonic map of 
the human cerebral cortex, delineating 50 different cortical areas. He strongly disagreed with 
the common belief that there was gradual change in microstructural features in the transition 
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from one cortical area to neighbouring areas in the cortex. Accordingly, he believed in the 
possibility of precise localisation of interareal boundaries. Kaes [28] also performed 
extensive myeloarchitectural studies between 1891 and 1904, aiming at providing concise 
myeloarchitectonic descriptions of the human cerebral cortex. To this end, his studies also 
involved quantitative measurements of myeloarchitectural properties, mainly focusing on the 
cortical depth and the width of each cortical layer. He published his myeloarchitectonic 
parcellation in 1907 [28], containing detailed descriptions, measurements and drawings of 
the myeloarchitectural features of 12 cortical areas of 45 postmortem human brains. 
However, one major component missing in his publication was the precise location of the 
cortical areas being investigated [11]. 
Despite the extensive efforts made by the Vogts to develop a systematic myeloarchitectonic 
parcellation scheme, and of others to provide detailed and precise description of the 
myeloarchitectural features, the resultant cortical maps were different in terms of the number 
and extent of the distinct areas that were identified [11]. This was also the case in the studies 
conducted by the followers of the Vogts’ myeloarchitectonic parcellation scheme, such as 
Gerhardt [29] and Hopf [30]. Figure 1.6 illustrates the disagreement between the 
myeloarchitectonic maps produced by Vogt [31], Gerhardt [29] and Hopf [30],  in terms of 
the spatial location of the boundaries between cortical areas [32]. Like the variations 
observed between different cytoarchitectonic maps (Figure 1-2), these disagreements are 
mainly due to the observer-dependent myeloarchitectonic mapping criteria used in different 
parcellation regimes  [9, 11]. 
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Figure 1.6 The myeloarchitectonic cortical boundaries of Vogt [31] (red dashed lines), Gerhardt [29] 
(green dashed lines) and Hopf [30] (blue dashed lines) are transformed (using computer-aided tools) 
to a standard reference brain template and superimposed on the template, showing the disagreement 
in myeloarchitectonic cortical boundaries between different areas [32]. Source: [32]. 
1.1.3 Limitations 
Despite the extensive cyto- and myeloarchitectonic studies of the cerebral cortex using 
classical histological methods, several factors hinder their integration into modern 
neuroimaging applications. First, the described cortical mapping methods are not 
reproducible due to their observer-dependent qualitative mapping criteria and the absence 
of detailed parcellation criteria for some regions [9]. Second, the resultant maps did not take 
into account the inter-individual architectonic variations, because they are based on the 
study of a limited number of postmortem brains [1]. Third, the conventional histological 
microarchitectonic maps were in the form of two-dimensional drawings at the time of their 
publication, posing challenges for integration into modern volumetric neuroimaging data 
from individuals and for integration of different modalities of microarchitectonic maps (e.g. 
cyto and myeloarchitectural) into a single comprehensive multi-modal microstructural atlas 
of the whole cerebral cortex [1]. Although, more recently, Nieuwenhuys, et al. [32], for 
example, employed computer-aided tools to transform the myeloarchitectonic data available 
at the Vogts institute to a standard reference brain template, i) the basis of the resultant 
myeloarchitectonic map was still the qualitative observer-dependent data collected by the 
Vogts, and ii) the position of the microarchitectonic areas was only approximated through 
comparison of the macroscopic features of the standard brain template and drawings of the 
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myeloarchitectonic maps from the Vogts. Consequently, the need for developing 
quantitative observer-independent methods of microstructural mapping motivated further 
studies in this regard to solve the mentioned issues. 
1.2 OBSERVER-INDEPENDENT HISTOLOGICAL MAPPING  
To address the issues of classical histological microstructural mapping methods, Schleicher, 
et al. [9] developed a quantitative observer-independent microarchitectonic mapping 
method, using quantitative analysis of cell-body stained histological sections of postmortem 
brains. They used an automatic procedure to scan the cell-stained histological sections at 
microscopic spatial resolution of 25 µm, and subsequently created volume cell density 
profiles (perpendicular to the cortical surface) using gray level index (GLI) measurements 
along the cerebral cortex. The Mahalanobis distance was then measured between the 
neighbouring GLI profiles along the cortex, and the distance profiles were obtained 
accordingly. The positions of significant local maxima on the distance profiles were then 
identified as the potential locations of boundaries between two adjacent cortical areas. The 
approach was based on the previous histological findings suggesting that the presence of a 
unique laminar structure in each cortical area allowed adjacent areas to be distinguished.  
Figure 1-7 depicts an overview of the observer-independent microstructural mapping 
method used in a subsequent study [33] to identify the microarchitectonic borders between 
the primary somatosensory area (Area 2 in Figure 1.7) and two of its neighbouring areas 
(i.e. the primary somatosensory (Area 1 in Figure 1.7) and the posterior parietal cortex 
(PPC)). Significant peak distance values can be identified at profile indices 34 and 75 (Figure 
1-7b), delineating the location of the border between area 2  and 1 (indicated by the top 
arrow in Figure 1-7a,), and between area 2 and PPC (indicated by the bottom arrow in Figure 
1-7a,), respectively. 
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Figure 1-7 An overview of the quantitative observer-independent microarchitectonic mapping method. 
The GLI profiles were calculated along the cortex (a). The Mahalanobis distance profile was then 
calculated between the neighbouring GLI profiles, and the boundaries between area 2 and areas 1 and 
PPC were then identified based on the significant peak values (i.e. at profile index 34 and 75, 
respectively) on the distance profile (b). The corresponding boundary positions are marked by the 
black arrows in (a). Source: [33]. 
This was the first observer-independent study that laid the foundation for reproducibility and 
improved reliability in cortical parcellation through developing of a systematic quantitative 
approach [9]. Consequently, many of the above-mentioned problems with the classical 
histological microarchitectonic mapping methods were resolved [9, 34]. Reproducible and 
reliable border delineation was not possible using the previous subjective and qualitative 
methods, thus leading to inconsistency and disagreement between classical 
microarchitectonic maps in this regard, an example of which is illustrated in Figure 1.6. 
Furthermore, the use of the Schleicher’s method led to reproducible subdivision of some 
previously defined cortical areas, which was helpful for increasing our understanding of the 
structure-function association in the cortex. For example, the primary motor cortex area (i.e. 
Brodmann area 4 [15]) had been unanimously defined as a single homogeneous 
cytoarchitectonic area in conventional microstructural studies [15]. However, using the 
Schleicher’s observer-independent parcellation technique, Geyer, et al. [35] delineated two 
reproducible cytoarchitectonic subdivisions within this area (i.e. anterior area 4 and posterior 
area 4). Figure 1-8b shows the presence of a significant peak distance value at position 
6240 µm from the bottom of the sulcus, between the peak values corresponding to the 
boundary of areas 3a (at position 1190 µm) and 6 (at position 14850 µm). Accordingly, 
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Geyer, et al. [35] concluded that the peak value at position 6240 µm indicated the presence 
of the border between two subdivisions of area 4. In this case, the importance of 
microstructural subdivision of a cortical area could be further realised in regard to the 
functional segregation of the primary motor cortex, as revealed in the same study by Geyer, 
et al. [35]. The primary motor area was previously known as a single homogenous functional 
area, despite some reports of the presence of double representations of arm and hand [36]. 
However, Geyer, et al. [35], showed that, for example, one representation of the fingers was 
in area 4a and the other representation was in area 4p. They also demonstrated that 
roughness discrimination activated area 4p, but not area 4a.  
 
Figure 1-8 Delineation of two cytoarchitectonically distinct subdivisions (i.e. areas 4a and 4p) with the 
primary motor cortex (i.e. Brodmann area 4 [15]), using the Schleicher’s [9] quantitative observer-
independent microstructural parcellation technique. Source: [35]. 
Moreover, Schleicher, et al. [9] also developed an automated microscopic scanning 
procedure and software for extracting the GLI profiles along the cortex. Use of this automatic 
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scanning procedure facilitated microstructural cortical parcellation in a larger number of 
brains and a greater number of postmortem sections, compared to the limited cortical 
coverage and limited number of subjects examined in conventional mapping studies. 
Accordingly, the method was employed extensively in several following studies to also 
investigate the architectonic variability between different individuals and between the right 
and left hemispheres. Examples include the study of intersubject variability in Broca’s region 
[37], in primary and secondary visual cortex [38], in somatosensory areas 2 [33], 3a, 3b and 
1 [39], and investigating interhemispheric variability in the human parietal operculum [40].  
Later, the microarchitectonic maps of individuals from these studies were transformed to a 
standard reference space, resulting in the creation of a comprehensive microarchitectonic 
atlas of the human cerebral cortex [41-43]. Such atlases enable group level examinations of 
the cortical structure-function associations (i.e. based on the comparisons made between 
the functional data from a group of living brains and the structural data from a group of 
postmortem brains integrated in the atlas). However, despite great advances in this regard, 
the inter-individual structural variability could not be resolved completely by using such 
atlases [1]. These atlases only provide probabilistic spatial location of the cortical areas, as 
they were generated using the averaged microarchitectural maps from a limited number of 
postmortem brains. Thus, in vivo cortical mapping methods were required to enable 
obtaining the structural and functional information from the same living individual. 
1.3 IN VIVO CORTICAL MAPPING  
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has provided a non-invasive in vivo method for 
microstructural mapping of the human cerebral cortex at the individual level. 
1.3.1 An Overview of MRI 
MRI is mainly based on the behaviour of hydrogen nucleus (1H), which is found in 
abundance in the human body (63% of atoms), when exposed to external magnetic fields. 
Each hydrogen nucleus consists of a single proton, which has electric charge, thus creating 
a magnetic dipole due to its net spin (intrinsic angular momentum) [44]. These magnetic 
dipoles are oriented randomly when there is no external magnetic field (Figure 1-9a). In MRI, 
an external static magnetic field (B0) causes the dipoles of the sample to align parallel to the 
direction of B0, creating a net magnetization within the sample (Figure 1-9b) [44].  
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Figure 1-9 a) The nuclear spins are randomly oriented when there is no external magnetic field. b) The 
external static magnetic field B0 generates a net magnetization within a sample. Source: [44]. 
The spins placed in the static B0 field will continue their precession around an axis parallel 
to the B0 direction, at the precession frequency of  𝜔# = 	𝛾	𝐵#, where 𝜔# is called the Larmor 
frequency and 𝛾 denotes the gyromagnetic ratio (𝛾 = 42.577𝑒6	𝐻𝑧/𝑇	) [45].  
The net magnetization vector of the sample placed in the static B0 field is calculated as the 
vector sum of the net magnetization of the spins aligned in the B0 direction, and of those 
aligned opposite to the B0 direction. At equilibrium, the net magnetization of the sample is 
aligned with the field, and thus cannot produce an MR signal, as it does not have a 
transverse component. To perturb the equilibrium, a short radiofrequency (RF) pulse is 
applied that generates a small magnetic field (B1) for a very short period of time. As a result, 
a temporary effective magnetic field (Beff) is created (where 𝐵34455555555⃗ = 	𝐵#5555⃗ + 	𝐵85555⃗ .) that causes a 
torque in some spins, previously aligned with B0, trying to align them in the Beff direction. 
Consequently, the net magnetization vector of the spins is then tilted at an angle (i.e. the flip 
angle) relative to the B0 direction (Z-axis) [44]. This process is called magnetization 
excitation and is illustrated in Figure 1-10. 
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Figure 1-10 a) Applying a radiofrequency pulse along the X-axis adds a small magnetic field (B1) in the 
X-axis direction, creating a new effective magnetic field (Beff). b) Consequently, some spins are aligned 
in the Beff direction, thus tilting the net magnetization vector (𝑴555⃗ ).  
MR relaxometric properties 
After the excitation, the spins tend to gradually return to the equilibrium state, due to the 
presence of the static B0 field. The amount of time it takes for the spin magnetization to 
recover to its initial equilibrium state along the Z-axis is called the longitudinal relaxation time 
T1 (spin-lattice relaxation) [45]. Additionally, the spin-spin relaxation process causes the 
spin magnetization to decay in the transverse plane (X-Y plane), which is perpendicular to 
the B0 field direction. The transverse relaxation time T2 characterises this process, which is 
also called spin dephasing [45]. Both T1 and T2 relaxation times are characteristics of 
different tissue types and are two main sources of contrast in MR imaging. For example, on 
T1-weighted MRI, fat tissue appears bright due to its fast longitudinal magnetization 
recovery to the B0 direction. On the other hand, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) appears dark, 
because of its slower longitudinal relaxation. 
It should be noted that in the presence of magnetic field inhomogeneities (induced by 
instrument imperfections or magnetic susceptibility of the tissue), additional spin dephasing 
causes transverse relaxation to occur at a faster rate. In such cases, T2* is used to 
characterise the transverse relaxation process, where T2* < T2 [45, 46].  
1.3.2 Cortical Mapping Using MRI 
Several MRI studies have demonstrated the capacity of MRI as a non-invasive probe of 
microscopic brain tissue components, promising to overcome the issues with classical 
histology-based mapping methods [47]. MRI allows the acquisition of 3D images of both the 
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structure and function of the same brain in vivo, facilitating the study of the brain structure-
function associations.  
MRI has been widely used for macro-anatomical imaging of the brain, revealing structures 
at the scale of 0.5 mm to 20 cm (e.g. measuring the thickness of the cerebral cortex [48], 
studying gender-related gyrification [49]). Further advances in MRI technology have pushed 
the limits of spatial resolution of MRI scans, enabling brain structures at the mesoscopic 
scale (0.1 – 0.5 mm [47]) to be imaged. Accordingly, a wide range of recent studies have 
exploited high resolution MRI image acquired on high-field MR scanners to, for example, 
characterise the myeloarchitectonic laminar structure of the cerebral cortex [50] and  
columnar cortical organisation [51, 52]. Nonetheless, direct characterisation of microscopic 
tissue components (e.g.  myelin, axons, dendrites, glial cells) in vivo would require 
acquisition of higher resolution MR images (1 – 100 µm), which is not achievable using 
current MRI technology [47].  
1.3.3 Quantitative MRI Microstructural Mapping 
In conventional weighted MR imaging, the image contrast is weighted towards the MR 
parameter of interest (e.g. T1-weighted MRI). As a consequence of this, the contrast in 
weighted images is influenced by several factors and is not specific for tissue characteristics. 
For example, weighted MRI signal is affected by instrument characteristics and artefacts. In 
contrast, quantitative MRI methods provide a measurement of the MR parameter of interest 
(e.g. relaxation times, proton density (PD), magnetization transfer (MT), magnetic 
susceptibility and diffusion), and are thus reflective of the microstructural characteristics of 
the underlying tissue [53]. The advantages of employing quantitative MRI over traditional 
MRI methods for tissue characterisation are two-fold: i) reduced biases which result from 
instrument imperfections (e.g. transmit magnetic field inhomogeneity) and experimental 
protocol variations, and ii) improved specificity for particular microstructural characteristics 
[53].  
At currently possible MRI resolutions, each voxel of the image contains several microscopic 
tissue components that contribute to the average MR signal measured from the voxel. 
Consequently, it is not feasible to directly measure the contribution of each microscopic 
component to the voxel-level MR parameter value. However, several studies have combined 
quantitative MRI techniques with biophysical models of the MR signal, to indirectly infer 
microstructural features of the tissue from voxel-level MR measurements [53]. 
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Quantitative MR relaxometry for microstructural mapping 
MR relaxometric properties have been widely used for microstructural mapping of the 
cerebral cortex because they are sensitive to several microarchitectonic characteristics [54].  
Myelin affects the relaxation times (T1, T2, T2*) of the water, because of the interactions 
between biomolecular components (e.g. lipids) in the myelin sheath and water molecules 
[55-57]. Water molecules trapped inside the myelin layers relax at a much higher rate, 
compared to intra- and extra-cellular water [58]. This effect can be used in quantitative 
microarchitectonic mapping methods to probe myelin density and distribution.  For example, 
in [59] and [60] myelin water fraction (MWF) maps of the brain were created using the effect 
of myelin on T2 and T1.  
Furthermore, the orientation of myelinated fibres has been shown to cause B0 orientation 
dependence for T2 and T2* measurements [61, 62]. For example, Cohen-Adad, et al. [62] 
observed that T2* measurements of cortical areas with higher myelination exhibit larger B0 
orientation dependence. Consequently, this characteristic can be used to characterise the 
orientation of fibres in grey matter [62]. 
Paramagnetic (e.g. iron) and diamagnetic (e.g. myelin) microscopic tissue components are 
known to create local magnetic fields in the tissue. The induced magnetic field 
inhomogeneity affects T2* relaxation time as a result of the additional spin dephasing. 
Accordingly, this effect can be exploited to characterise iron and myelin concentration using 
quantitative T2* maps [63]. 
The described correlations between the microarchitectonic characteristics of tissue and 
voxel-level MR relaxometric measurements make it theoretically possible to employ 
quantitative MR relaxometry to infer the microstructural features of the cortex [47]. 
1.3.4 Multi-modal Quantitative MRI Microstructural Mapping 
Despite the sensitivity of MR relaxometric measures to different microarchitectonic 
characteristics, these measurements also lack specificity. For example, higher 
concentration of both iron and myelin causes a decrease in T1 relaxation time. As a 
consequence of this, for voxels that contain both of these microscopic components, 
quantitative MR relaxometry cannot characterise the specific contributions of myelin and 
iron.  
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As a result, multi-modal quantitative MRI methods have been employed to resolve non-
specificity issues [47, 53]. Figure 1-11 illustrates quantitative MRI methods developed to 
date to characterise the three main microscopic tissue components: myelin, iron and nerve 
fibres. This figure illustrates the concept of combining the complementary quantitative MRI 
modalities for more accurate microstructural characterisation. 
Additionally, multi-modal MRI mapping methods aim at complementing the information from 
single modalities, to investigate the larger effect of a combination of microarchitectonic 
characteristics, on the MR signal [64].  
 
 
Figure 1-11 A summary of the quantitative MR modalities used in the literature for characterising three 
main microscopic tissue components: myelin, iron and neuronal fibres. Source: [47]. 
Despite the consensus on the efficacy of multi-modal quantitative MRI methods for 
microstructural mapping, these methods still suffer from long acquisition times and involve 
challenging and time-consuming data integration and complex data interpretation 
procedures [64]. Moreover, the multi-modal MRI methods developed to date, still have not 
been able to resolve the issue of lack of specificity throughout the cortex. This is mainly due 
to their limitation on the number of MR modalities that can feasibly be integrated together 
towards solving a problem [47]. 
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1.4 MAGNETIC RESONANCE FINGERPRINTING (MRF) 
Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) is a promising advance towards solving the 
issues with the previous multi-modal MRI cortical mapping methods. MRF provides a 
framework for fast and simultaneous quantification of multiple MR properties [10]. The key 
idea behind MRF is that it is a method for generating unique MR signal signatures (i.e. MR 
fingerprints) from particular tissue types (e.g. gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) and 
CSF). The MR fingerprints can then be subsequently matched with a precomputed database 
of MRF signal evolutions to extract tissue-specific information. To achieve this, the MRF 
framework in general consists of three main specifically designed components, as described 
in Figure 1-12. 
 
Figure 1-12 MRF framework consists of three main components: a) MRF data acquisition: unique MR 
fingerprint acquisition from particular tissue types, b) MRF dictionary generation: creating a database 
of simulated MRF signal evolutions for a specified range of properties of interest, and c) MR fingerprint 
matching: finding the best match for the acquired MR fingerprint, from the MRF dictionary. Source: 
adapted from [65]. 
1.4.1 MRF Data Acquisition 
The first step in MRF is to acquire MRI signals that uniquely represent each distinct tissue 
type. To achieve this aim, an MRF sequence uses pseudo-randomised variation of the MRI 
acquisition parameters (e.g. flip angle (FA), repetition time (TR), echo time (TE), RF pulse 
phase, and k-space trajectory) at each signal acquisition step or data point. Figure 1-13 
illustrates a schematic overview of a True Fast Imaging with Steady State Precession 
(TruFISP) MRF sequence. 
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Figure 1-13 An example of an MRF pulse sequence diagram. Here, the flip angle (FA), repetition time 
(TR) and spiral k-space sampling trajectory parameters are varied at each acquisition repetition. 
Source: [66]. 
The MRF acquisition scheme is in contrast to conventional quantitative MRI sequences, in 
which only one acquisition parameter is changed at each acquisition repetition, and the 
magnetization recovers to the same initial state for the acquisition of all k-space data. A 
consequence of this is that conventional MRI sequences are capable of quantifying only a 
single tissue property within a long acquisition time [66]. Through variation of the acquisition 
parameters, the acquired MRF signal is sensitive to multiple tissue properties, thus providing 
a characteristic fingerprint for tissue types with different parameters. 
One of the main features of the MRF framework is that it is not restricted to a specific type 
of MRI sequence or k-space sampling trajectory. Successful applications of balanced steady 
state free precession (bSSFP)-MRF [10], FISP-MRF [67], echo-planar imaging (EPI)-MRF 
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[68, 69], and quick echo splitting NMR (QUEST)-MRF [70] have been demonstrated in the 
literature for different purposes. Additionally, different types of k-space sampling strategies 
such as variable spiral density [10], radial [71] and cartesian [68, 69] readouts have been 
used in MRF studies. 
1.4.2 MRF Dictionary Generation 
MRF signatures acquired from each voxel are then matched to a dictionary of simulated 
MRF signal evolutions for different combinations of a range of tissue parameter values. Each 
dictionary entry consists of a specific set of parameter values and the simulation of spin 
magnetization evolution for a tissue with these property values. Figure 1-14 presents an 
overview of MRF dictionary generation process. 
 
Figure 1-14 MRF dictionary generation involves simulating an MRF signal evolution of N repetitions 
for each possible combination of properties of interest (e.g. T1, T2, B0) incorporated into the dictionary. 
Source: [72]. 
To simulate MRF signal evolution it is essential to employ an accurate signal model, as the 
model accuracy directly affects the MRF parameter quantification performance [65]. Bloch 
equations have been exploited as an accurate model of single isochromat  and multiple 
isochromat magnetization behaviours in many MRF studies [10, 68, 69, 73]. However, some 
studies that used an MRF sequence with unbalanced gradients (e.g. FIST-MRF) have 
employed the extended phase graph (EPG) method [74] to increase the efficiency of multiple 
isochromat magnetization simulation [67, 71, 75, 76]. 
Several studies have demonstrated that usefulness of the MRF framework in quantifying a 
variety of parameters including T1, T2, proton density (M0) [10, 77], off-resonance frequency 
(df) [10, 77, 78], T2* [69, 77, 78], transmit magnetic field inhomogeneity (B1+) [71, 79], brain 
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microvascular properties (e.g. cerebral blood volume, vessel diameter, and blood oxygen 
saturation) [80, 81] and perfusion properties (e.g. cerebral blood flow and bolus arrival time) 
[82], through the design of appropriate MRF sequences and dictionaries. It should be noted, 
however, that the incorporation of a larger number of parameters of interest in the MRF 
dictionary increases dictionary size, which can, in turn, degrade the efficiency of MRF 
parameter map reconstruction. Another factor that controls dictionary size, and thus 
reconstruction efficiency, is the step size between dictionary entry parameter values (i.e. 
dictionary resolution). Dictionary resolution affects the precision of MRF parameter 
quantification [67]. Therefore, when creating a dictionary, it is necessary to seek a trade-off 
between the desired level of time efficiency and precision, depending on the application [65]. 
1.4.3 Fingerprint Matching 
MRF parameter map reconstruction involves a pattern recognition process, during which the 
best matching signal simulation from the dictionary is found for the MRF signature measured 
per voxel. Subsequently, the parameter values of the corresponding dictionary entry will be 
taken as the properties that best describe the tissue underlying each voxel.  
Several pattern matching algorithms have been employed for MRF mapping, each providing 
a different level of quantification accuracy and efficiency depending on their degree of 
robustness to noise and k-space undersampling artefacts [65]. Figure 1-15 illustrates a 
simple template matching process that calculates the inner product of the measured MRF 
signal per voxel and the dictionary signal simulations. The dictionary entry simulation with 
the highest inner product is selected as the best dictionary match for the voxel fingerprint.  
 
Figure 1-15 A pattern recognition algorithm searches through the simulated MRF signals in the 
dictionary to find the best match for the acquired MR fingerprint per voxel, and reconstructs the tissue 
property maps accordingly. Here, the maximum inner product between the voxel fingerprint and the 
MRF signal simulations is selected as the best match. Source: adapted from [65].   
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Inner product fingerprint matching has demonstrated robustness to noise, k-space 
undersampling artefacts, and artefacts due to subject movement during the latter part of the 
acquisition [65]. These characteristics have made inner product fingerprint matching a 
suitable pattern recognition approach for may MRF applications [10, 67-69]. Nevertheless, 
due to time-inefficiency, inner product matching is not optimal for clinical applications that 
require rapid parameter map reconstruction. To improve reconstruction efficiency in such 
applications, other pattern matching algorithms have been developed including singular 
value decomposition (SVD)-based time dimension compression [83], group matching [84], 
and low rank approximation [85].  
1.4.4 Applications of MRF 
The generalisability and flexibility of MRF framework in data acquisition, data postprocessing 
and image reconstruction, in addition to its high performance and efficiency in quantifying a 
variety of MR-related parameters have led to successful application of MRF in a diverse 
range of settings. Table 1.1 provides an overview of clinical brain MR imaging applications 
of MRF. 
Table 1.1 Overview of MRF applications in brain MR imaging. Source: [72]. 
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Application Method Used Performance Considerations 
Healthy Brain [86] bSSFP-MRF [10] “Identified age-
related changes.”  
“Limited volume coverage. “ 
 
Pediatric Brain 
Development [87] 
SSFP-MRF [67] and 
T2-prep modules 
[88]  
“Performed without 
sedation. Changes in 
tissue properties and 
myelin water fraction 
with growth.”  
“Limited volume coverage. 
Validation of myelin water 
fraction needed.”  
Brain Tumours 
[89] 
bSSFP-MRF [10] “Differentiated low 
grade gliomas from 
metastases and 
healthy tissue.” 
“No statistical significance 
in grading solid neuronal 
tumours. Limited volume 
coverage.”  
Multiple Sclerosis 
(MS) [68] 
Slice-interleaved 
MRF [68] 
MS lesions were 
clearly identified on 
the resultant T1, T2* 
and proton density 
maps. 
Optimisation of sequence 
acquisition parameters is 
required for enhanced 
parameter mapping 
accuracy and efficiency. 
Epilepsy [90, 91] 3D MRF [73]  or 
Sliding Window [92] 
SSFP-MRF [67] “Better able to identify lesions in less time than 
existing methods.” 
“Nature of disease could 
require higher resolution.” 
Moyamoya [82] 
 
ASL bSFFP-MRF 
[10, 93] 
“Joint hemodynamic 
and relaxation maps, 
allowing for 
improved model fit. 
Observed 
differences between 
healthy and 
diseased tissue.” 
“Requires further sequence 
optimization for improved 
fitting. Sensitive to the 
choice of model.” 
 
 
In addition to brain imaging, MRF has also been employed in a wide range of other MRI 
applications including  breast [94], cardiac [95], musculoskeletal [96] and abdominal [97] 
imaging. However, the application of MRF to cortical parcellation has hardly been 
investigated. A recent study has only explored variation of the MR relaxometric parameters 
(T1, T2) values, derived from MRF mapping, in a limited number of cortical areas [77]. 
1.5 APPLICATION OF MACHINE LEARNING IN BRAIN MAPPING 
Machine learning (ML) algorithms have proved their efficacy and effectiveness in 
neuroimaging applications such as brain mapping. Supervised learning algorithms rely on 
the prior knowledge presented to them as a training set, to learn a statistical model that 
associates the characterised data samples (i.e. feature vectors) with output parameters of 
interest. An appropriately trained estimator will be able to then predict the value of 
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parameters of interest for newly observed data samples, which are characterised using the 
same features as in the training set [98]. On the other hand, unsupervised learning 
algorithms group the data samples into distinct clusters, such that the similarity between the 
samples of each cluster is higher than the similarity between the samples of different clusters 
[98]. 
Several diffusion MRI (dMRI) studies have benefited from machine learning methods for 
microstructural characterisation of the brain white matter (WM) [99]. Inferring microstructural 
tissue properties from dMRI signals is usually challenged by the choice of optimal models. 
Supervised machine learning algorithms have provided efficient methods for mitigating this 
problem. For example, Nedjati-Gilani, et al. [100] exploited random forest regression [101] 
to develop a statistical model for predicting axon radius, intrinsic diffusivity, intra-axonal 
volume fraction and intracellular water residence time, based on a set of features extracted 
from dMRI signals. Another dMRI-based study [102] used a Bayesian estimator [103], 
aiming to extract micro-level characteristics of the brain WM, independent of its mesoscopic 
organization effect (e.g. crossing WM fibres). A machine learning-based fibre tractography 
study have also used random forest classification to learn fibre directions based on the 
features derived from the raw diffusion-weighted MR signal intensities [104]. 
Machine learning techniques have also been applied to functional MRI (fMRI) studies. For 
instance, in [105] graph theory-based clustering was employed to show the feasibility of 
parcellating the whole cerebral cortex into functional subunits, using functional connectivity 
data acquired from resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI). Another functional connectivity study [106] 
developed a spatially constrained spectral clustering technique and parcellated whole-brain 
rs-fMRI data into regions that have spatial coherence and homogeneous functional 
connectivity.  
Another cortical parcellation study employed multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classification to 
develop an automated method for identifying 180 cortical areas (including 97 new areas) in 
individuals [107]. The training data in this study contained multiple MRI modalities, aiming 
to improve the precision of localising cortical boundaries. They included structural images 
(T1- and T2-weighted MRI) for extracting measures of cortical thickness and myelin content, 
task fMRI for cortical function, and rs-fMRI for functional connectivity of cortical areas. 
Consequently, the study benefitted from highly efficient data analysis potential of the MLP 
classification algorithm to accurately learn complex relationships between the large amount 
of data incorporated into the parcellation process.  
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These examples demonstrate the great potential of machine learning algorithms in efficiently 
solving computationally expensive problem of mapping different properties of the brain. 
Supervised classification algorithms, when trained on well-engineered feature vectors, can 
achieve high prediction accuracy performance in such applications. 
1.6 RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE AND AIMS 
The overall goal of this PhD is to develop a new MRI method for identifying intracortical 
distinctions of microstructural tissue characteristics in vivo. Multi-modal quantitative MRI 
mapping methods have been employed, and demonstrated great promise in relation to 
increased sensitivity and specificity, which in turn result in more accurate tissue 
characterisation. However, lack of a comprehensive multi-modal mapping method that takes 
into account a wide range of microstructural (cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic) 
tissue properties, has been a major hurdle for achievement of precise whole-cortex 
microanatomical mapping. It is anticipated that the MR fingerprinting-based cortical 
characterisation framework described in this PhD project will lay a foundation for future 
developments to study the human cerebral cortex microstructure over and above the most 
commonly used MR relaxometry-based mapping methods.  
To achieve the overall goal of this PhD, I followed the following three specific aims: 
Aim 1: To investigate the presence of microstructural information in the MRF signals, 
complementary to the MR relaxometry-based microarchitectonic information  
This was investigated as described in Chapter 2. A new quantitative method was developed 
based on Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) to i) eliminate the effect of MR 
relaxometry properties from the MRI signals (i.e. MRF residual signals), and b) statistically 
characterise the MRF residual signals generated from each area. 
Aim 2: To investigate the feasibility of extending the spatial coverage of the MRF 
residual analysis framework. 
This was investigated as described in Chapter 3. A 3D echo-planar imaging (EPI)-MRF 
sequence was employed to investigate the applicability of the MRF residual analysis 
framework (developed in Chapter 2) on the MR data obtained from a 3D volume imaging 
acquisition, as opposed to the single-slice (2D) acquisition performed in Chapter 2. 
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Aim 3: To investigate the feasibility of developing an automated in vivo voxel-wise 
microarchitectonic cortical parcellation method. 
This was investigated as described in Chapter 4. Machine learning supervised classification 
algorithms were employed to propose an automated microanatomical mapping method for 
parcellating the cortex at the voxel level, using the information present in the MRF residual 
signals. 
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Chapter 2 Human grey matter characterisation based on MR 
fingerprinting residual signals 
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Shahrzad Moinian, Viktor Vegh, Kieran O'Brien, David Reutens, “Human grey matter 
characterisation based on MR fingerprinting residual signals”. Submitted to Neuroimage. 
The above manuscript is incorporated in this thesis as Chapter 2. 
I have made a substantive contribution to the authorship of the manuscript: 
§ Conception and design of the project. 
§ Analysis and interpretation of the data on which the manuscript is based. 
§ Drafting significant parts of the manuscript and critically reviewing it so as to 
contribute to the interpretation. 
As the first author, I have participated in conceptualisation, experiment design, MR 
sequence development and testing, implementation of the data analysis scripts, data 
acquisition, data analysis and interpretation.   
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2.1 ABSTRACT 
The importance of creating accurate anatomical maps of the human brain has motivated the 
development of observer-independent, reproducible in vivo mapping methods that account 
for inter-individual variations. However, a multi-parametric approach with whole brain 
coverage accounting for the combined effects of diverse microscopic tissue properties (i.e. 
cyto and myeloarchitectural features) has not been developed to date. To bridge this gap, 
we introduce a statistical residual analysis framework, which makes use of unique tissue-
specific MR fingerprinting signals after adjusting for T1 and T2* effects. We used a 7T 
Siemens MR scanner to acquire MRF signals and quantitative B1+ maps of the regions of 
interest. MRF dictionary matching was performed between MRF signals and simulated MRF 
profiles from a MRF dictionary, which was generated using a range of T1, T2*, and B1+ 
values. MRF signal residuals were then calculated as the difference between the actual and 
best matched MRF signal evolutions per region of interest. To compare the MRF residuals 
between regions of interest, we used normalised autocorrelation as a statistical 
characterisation method. In the three specific cortical areas (i.e. primary motor cortex, 
primary somatosensory cortex and premotor cortex) of six female participants, the residual 
analysis approach consistently showed inter-areal dissimilarity profiles in agreement with 
histology-based microstructural studies, indicating the MRF signal residuals contain 
information on tissue microstructure. Our MRF residual analysis framework enabled us to 
identify the microstructural variations between the cortical areas of interest based on the 
information that is complementary to MR relaxometry-based (i.e. T1, T2*) information, which 
has been most commonly used for microarchitectonic characterisation of the human brain 
cortex. As the proposed analysis framework is directly applicable to the MR images of 
individuals, it may potentially be used to examine microanatomical variability between 
individuals in a population. The framework may also have potential for automated voxel-
wise microanatomical parcellation of the entire cerebral cortex.  
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2.2 INTRODUCTION 
Parcellation of the human cerebral cortex has been of major interest in neuroscience since 
initial histological studies at the beginning of the 19th century [15, 16, 25, 30]. Accurate 
delineation of regions of the cerebral cortex in individuals has an important role in 
neurosurgical treatment planning. Precise characterisation of regional variations in tissue 
microstructure may also aid the detection of pathology [5, 6, 108] and lead to increased 
understanding of structure-function correlations in the brain [2, 3].  
A key drawback of classical cortical maps based on histology is non-reproducibility due to 
reliance on subjective, qualitative criteria to define cortical areas. To tackle this problem, 
Schleicher, et al. [9] introduced the first quantitative histology-based method. The method 
was a transition from qualitative to quantitative microstructural mapping, which has been 
utilised in several large-scale histological studies of cortical microstructural mapping [38, 39, 
109]. However, because these studies are based on data from a limited number of post-
mortem brains, inter-individual microstructural variations could not be addressed.  
Whilst MR imaging technology facilitates the development of in vivo quantitative methods 
for microstructural mapping in individuals, the achievable voxel size hampers direct imaging 
of microstructural components (e.g. neuronal cell bodies, myelin and axons) on the order of 
tens of micrometres. As a result, quantitative MR-based microstructural mapping methods 
try to find the association between the voxel-level quantitative MR measures and the 
underlying variation in microstructure [47, 64]. A robust method to achieve this has been to 
utilise mathematical models to estimate microstructural features (e.g. fibre orientation, 
myelin density and cortical depth) from quantitative MR properties [47, 53, 62, 110, 111]. 
Quantitative MR relaxometry measurements such as T1, T2, and T2* are most commonly 
used [112], due to the high sensitivity of MR relaxometry measurements to variations in 
tissue microstructural features such as fibre orientation [62], myelin density [113, 114] and 
cortical depth [114]. While relaxometric methods are show promise as tools for 
microstructural analysis, more recently the specificity of MR relaxometry measurements for 
microscopic features has been questioned [47, 53, 64]. For example, a decrease in the value 
of T1 in a T1 map could be caused by higher myelination or greater iron concentration an 
issue that is present for regions such as primary motor cortex, primary somatosensory cortex 
and primary visual cortex [115]. As such, information complementary to relaxometry-based 
measures are required to improve the accuracy of microscopic tissue characterisation.  
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Multi-contrast quantitative MRI methods have the potential to provide an appropriate avenue 
for mapping tissue microstructural variations across the human cerebral cortex. Several 
studies have shown that complementary information about microstructural properties can  
be derived from different MR modalities such as Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping (QSM) 
[116], Magnetization Transfer imaging (MT) [117] and Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) [118]. 
The combination of complementary quantitative MR parameters that are sensitive to 
different microstructural components could allow more specific characterisation of the 
cortical tissue microstructure [47, 64] than is possible with relaxometric measurements 
alone. For the example above in which T1 and T2* provides overlapping information about 
iron and myelin content, the addition of information obtained from the opposing effect of 
myelin (diamagnetic susceptibility induces negative frequency shift) versus iron 
(paramagnetic susceptibility induces positive frequency shift) on QSM could allow more 
accurate characterisation of cortical areas where the influences of both iron and myelin 
content are present [115, 116].  
Despite improvements in quantitative multi-modal MR-based methods, their successful 
application to microstructural parameterisation in individuals remains a challenge [47, 64]. 
The best strategy for multi-contrast data acquisition and subsequent integration and 
interpretation of information from different modalities are still debated. Besides these issues, 
the most established multi-modal MR-based cortical mapping methods developed to date 
only exploit a limited number of MR modalities and are designed to show specificity and 
sensitivity to a limited number of microstructural characteristics, thus neglecting the effect of 
other microscopic components [47]. As a consequence, the wider applicability of the 
resultant multi-modal models throughout the cortex may be limited. To the best of our 
knowledge no in vivo quantitative method has been developed that characterises the 
combined effect of all microscopic tissue components on the MR signal across the cortex. 
Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) is a multi-parametric method that potentially 
addresses the above-mentioned challenges [64]. This novel quantitative MR imaging 
method was first introduced by Ma, et al. [10] in 2013. As its name implies, the approach 
relies on generating unique MR signals (known as fingerprints) from different tissue types 
through pseudo-randomised variation of the acquisition parameters (e.g. repetition time, flip 
angle and echo time). These fingerprints can then be used in a pattern matching process to 
retrieve voxel-level MR tissue properties (e.g. T1, T2*, off-resonance frequency and proton 
density) from a database of precomputed signal evolutions. The acquisition strategy of MRF 
allows simultaneous quantification of multiple tissue properties through a single scan and is 
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the key to resolving the existing issues with other multi-modal MRI methods. Previous 
studies have exploited used MRF in a variety of clinical applications including detecting and 
characterising brain tumours [89, 119] and identifying epileptic [90] and multiple sclerosis 
[68] lesions.  The application of MRF in cortical parcellation has also been recently explored 
[120] but only utilises MR relaxometry measurements derived from the MR fingerprinting 
pipeline. To date, the utility of MR fingerprinting in characterising tissue microstructural 
variations based on the information complementary to the MR relaxometry quantification 
has not been investigated and is the purpose of our study. 
Unlike existing MR-based multi-modal microarchitectonic characterisation methods, instead 
of focusing on understanding the isolated effects of a limited number of microstructural 
tissue components on the MR signal, we aimed to develop a method that can take into 
account the combined effect of the ensemble of components. To achieve this, we adapted 
the MR fingerprinting framework to remove MR relaxation effects from the MR signals (here 
called MRF signal residuals). The residuals provide us with a basis for examining the 
remaining non-relaxometry information in the MR signals as a whole and exploring their 
association with the microstructural feature variation across the cortex. 
2.3 METHODS 
2.3.1 Subjects 
Six female volunteers participated in an hour-long 7T MR scan session. Participants were 
healthy individuals aged 30 ± 3 years with no history of neurological disease. All participants 
were provided with an overview of the experiment and signed a written consent prior to the 
scan. The scan protocol was approved by the local ethics committee, and was conducted at 
the Centre for Advanced Imaging, The University of Queensland. Each participant 
underwent three scans for T1-weighted anatomical image acquisition, transmit magnetic 
field (B1+) mapping and MRF acquisitions.  
Cortical areas  
We targeted three areas with known level of microstructural dissimilarity to each other, as 
widely agreed in previous observer-independent microstructural studies [39, 62, 121]. We 
selected two areas with a high degree of microarchitectonic dissimilarity, and the third with 
features intermediate to the other two areas. Accordingly, we chose primary somatosensory 
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cortex (area 2) and anterior primary motor cortex (area 4a) because of their reportedly high 
cytoarchitectural [39] and myeloarchitectonic [121] dissimilarity. Additionally, premotor 
cortex (area 6) was chosen because of its intermediate myeloarchitectural dissimilarity to 
area 2 and 4a [62, 121]. For example, on average, area 6 has been reported to be less 
heavily myelinated than area 4a, and more heavily myelinated than area 2 [121].  
We extracted the binary masks of these three areas from the Juelich cyto and 
myeloarchitectonic histological atlas of the human brain [41, 122], integrated in the FMRIB 
Software Library (FSL) for brain imaging data analysis [123]. MRF signal evolutions and B1+ 
values were extracted from each voxel in the three cortical areas, using the procedure 
explained in section 2.3.3.  
2.3.2 MRI Acquisition 
All MRI scans were conducted using a 7T whole-body MRI research scanner (Siemens 
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, 
Massachusetts). To minimise susceptibility effects, we performed B0 shimming at the 
beginning of each scan session. 
B1+ map 
To account for the effect of transmit magnetic field (B1+) inhomogeneity in high-field MRI 
we acquired a whole-brain B1+ map. A 3D Saturation-prepared with 2 Rapid Gradient 
Echoes (SA2RAGE) sequence [124] was utilised with the following parameters: TR = 2400 
ms, TE = 0.95 ms, FA1/2 = 6°/10°, voxel size = 4 × 4 × 4 mm, and matrix size = 48 × 58 × 
64. 
T1-weighted anatomical image 
T1-weighted anatomical images were acquired to create individual’s grey matter mask, co-
register B1+ maps with the MRF images, and transform Juelich atlas masks of the selected 
cortical areas from the MNI-152 space to the MRF space. We acquired T1-weighted 
anatomical image of each participant using a prototype 3D Magnetization Prepared 2 Rapid 
Acquisition Gradient Echoes (MP2RAGE) sequence [125] with the following parameters: 
repetition time (TR) = 6000 ms, echo time (TE) = 3.97 ms, inversion time TI1/2 = 800 
ms/2700 ms, flip angle FA1/2 = 4°/5°, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm, and matrix size = 222 × 
240 × 144.  
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MRF acquisition 
The MRF signal measurements were acquired using a 2D MRF pulse sequence developed 
in-house, based on a 2D single-shot Echo-planar Imaging (EPI [126]) readout, with the 
following parameters: Number of repetitions = 1000, TR = 80-90 ms, FA = 0-80°, TE = 24 
ms, Radio Frequency (RF) pulse phase = alternating between 0° and 180° every second 
frame, Partial Fourier Phase = 6/8, voxel size = 1 × 1 mm, and matrix size = 200 × 200. We 
used Generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA) parallel imaging 
[127] (with acceleration factor =3 and reference lines = 36) and Fat Saturation technique, 
respectively to increase in-plain resolution and reduction of common artefacts observed in 
EPI sequences at high field scanners. The suggested pseudo-randomised patterns in [10] 
for flip angle and repetition time variations were used, but with a different range of values 
for TR considering the EPI sequence limitations on the minimum possible echo time at high 
field. These patterns and range of values are illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
 
Figure 2-1. The pseudo-randomised patterns used to acquire and simulate 1000 MRF image frames. 
The flip angles (FA) range from 0 to 80 degrees and follow a sinusoidal pattern. The repetition time 
(TR) values are generated using a Perlin noise pattern [128] and vary between 80 and 90 ms. 
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Due to the acquisition time limitations imposed by the 2D sequence being used, for MRF 
measurements we acquired six 2D slices to cover the cortical regions of interest for this 
study. To deal with the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), commonly observed in EPI 
sequences, each MRF slice acquisition was performed three times. Figure 2-2 depicts the 
position of the six 2D MRF slices acquired from one participant, overlaid on top of the three 
cortical areas of interest, and the MP2RAGE anatomical image of the individual. 
 
Figure 2-2. The binary masks of target cortical area 6 (green), area 4a (red) and area 2 (blue) are 
extracted from Juelich Histological atlas of human brain. The six MRF 2D slices (yellow) are overlaid 
on the MP2RAGE anatomical image of a participant. 
2.3.3 Image Processing  
For each participant, we first performed brain tissue extraction of all images, using FSL Brain 
Extraction Tool (BET) [129]. We linearly co-registered (using 2D FMRIB's Linear Image 
Registration Tool (FLIRT) with 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) [130, 131]) and then averaged 
2D MRF images of the three repetitions for each slice. Next, the brain-extracted MP2RAGE 
and SA2RAGE images were co-registered with the averaged 2D MRF images, using FSL 
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FLIRT with 6 DOF. We then performed a two-level non-linear registration, using FNIRT 
[132], to transform the binary masks of the Juelich histological atlas target areas, from the 
MNI-152 standard space to the MRF native space. Finally, we used the transformed binary 
masks to extract MRF signal evolutions and B1+ values per voxel from the selected cortical 
areas (in MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release 2015a, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, 
Massachusetts, United States). 
To account for interindividual differences when using the atlas probability masks of the 
cortical areas, we only included the voxels that intersect with the grey matter ribbon of the 
individual and we set the threshold on probability values to be >60% when creating the atlas 
masks. The individual’s grey matter tissue was extracted from the MP2RAGE T1-weighted 
image, using the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM12) segmentation software 
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) [133]. To account for the partial volume effect, we then 
excluded the voxels below the threshold of 90% from the resultant probabilistic grey matter 
tissue segmentation, and accordingly created a binary mask of the individual’s grey matter. 
2.3.4 MRF Dictionary Matching 
MRF dictionary matching is the process of retrieving tissue properties of interest for each 
voxel through matching the voxel’s MRF signal to a dictionary of precomputed MRF signal 
profiles. The tissue properties and the range of parameter values contained in the MRF 
dictionary may vary for different applications.   
Here, we generated an MRF dictionary containing T1 and T2* relaxometry properties within 
the following range: T1= 100 ms – 5 s (in steps of 10 ms, 20 ms, 30 ms , 40 ms and 50 ms 
for 100 ms – 1s, 1s – 2 s, 2s – 3s, 3s – 4s, and 4 s – 5 s, respectively; T2*= 10 – 400 ms (in 
steps of 2 ms, 3 ms, 5 ms and 10 ms for 10-20 ms, 20-40 ms, 40-200 ms, and 200-400 ms, 
respectively). Additionally, to account for the effect of B1+ inhomogeneity on MRF signals, 
we followed the approach proposed in [79] and added B1+ values ranging from 0.4 to 1.4 in 
steps of 0.05 to the dictionary parameters. 
The MRF signal profile for the set of parameter values at each dictionary entry was 
generated in MATLAB R2015a, using the Bloch equations simulation of the transverse and 
longitudinal magnetizations in the rotating frame of reference [45]. The B1+ value of each 
dictionary entry was multiplied by the nominal flip angles (Figure 2-1) to calculate the actual 
flip angles for the MRF signal simulations [79].  
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We used inner product to identify the closest match for each voxel’s MRF signal signature 
among the simulated signal profiles in the dictionary. For increasing the efficiency of the 
pattern matching process, the SA2RAGE B1+ value of the voxel was used to select the 
subset of dictionary entries with equal B1+ values [79]. The dictionary entry with the 
maximum inner product was selected as the best MRF signal simulation for the voxel of 
interest.  
2.3.5 MRF Residuals 
Our MRF residual analysis framework is illustrated in Figure 2-3. Here, we added a MRF 
residual signal calculation, followed by a statistical residual analysis process, after the 
dictionary matching step. 
The best fitted MRF signal simulation obtained from the MRF dictionary matching step 
provided the best representation of the influence of T1 and T2* properties of the voxel’s 
underlying tissue on the MRF signal. Accordingly, in line with the aim of the present study, 
we subtracted the best fitted MRF signal simulation from the acquired MRF signature, 
allowing us to eliminate the effect of T1 and T2* relaxometry properties from the MRF signal 
and examine the remaining signal (here called the MRF residual). Consequently, for each 
voxel, we define MRFresidual as the difference between the acquired MRF signal evolution 
(MRFacquired) and the simulated MRF profile (MRFsimulated) from the dictionary:  MRF	=3>?@ABC = 	MRF	BDEA?=3@ −	MRF>?GACBH3@ 
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Figure 2-3. The framework for the analysis of residuals of simulated and acquired MRF signals, to 
investigate the sensitivity of MRF residuals to microstructural variations between three cortical areas. 
2.3.6 Statistical Analysis of the MRF Residuals 
The purpose of this final step in our proposed framework was to statistically characterise the 
MRF signals after accounting for the effect of T1 and T2* relaxometry parameters, enabling 
statistical comparison of the MRF residuals between different cortical areas.  
We examined the residuals for two main characteristics. We first performed a white noise 
test on the MRF residuals to investigate the presence of unexplained structure in the MRF 
signals. We then tested whether the non-noise residuals had characteristics that were 
systematically related to the cortical areas of interest.  
White noise test 
An essential requirement of a well-established model that explains all the fundamental 
aspects of the actual process is that the residuals have characteristics of white noise i.e. the 
residual values should be independently distributed around a mean value of 0, meaning no 
correlation between the values. Hence, we compared the distribution of autocorrelation 
values of its residuals with a white noise distribution [134]. Autocorrelation measures the 
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correlation coefficient between a signal and a shifted version of itself at the specified lag 
number. In this work, we used Normalised autocorrelation to ensure a uniform range of 
coefficient values when comparing autocorrelations of different cortical areas. Normalised 
autocorrelation values vary between -1 to +1, indicating the highest negative and positive 
correlations, respectively. This value is always +1 at lag 0, indicating that the signal is 
identical to itself. 
We then compared the distribution of the autocorrelations of the MRF residuals and 
Gaussian white noise (with 95% confidence intervals). This allowed us to qualitatively test if 
the MRF residuals are significantly different from a white noise process. If a process is white 
noise, then its autocorrelations should 1) be randomly distributed around the mean value of 
0, and 2) fall within the confidence interval boundaries. If the autocorrelations of an MRF 
residual signal exceeded these confidence intervals at one or more lags (here termed 
significant autocorrelations), we concluded that the residual was not solely the result of 
random noise present in the MRF signal. 
Interareal dissimilarity measurement 
We explored the presence of area-specific structures in the MRF residual signals by 
investigating how well the residuals of the MRF signal from each cortical area (after 
accounting for T1 and T2* effects) could be separated. We employed autocorrelation, a 
robust statistical measure for the analysis of noisy time series similarity. As [134] discussed, 
a similar profile of autocorrelations suggests that their associated time series are from similar 
underlying processes. Euclidean distance was used as a metric to assess the dissimilarity 
in autocorrelations profiles [134]. The Euclidean distance (ED) between autocorrelations of 
area X and area Y was defined as 
 𝐸𝐷KL = 	MN(𝑎K? −	𝑎L?)RS?T8  (1) 
where aXi and aYi denote the autocorrelation of MRF residuals from area X and area Y at lag 
i, respectively and n represents the total number of lags. The larger the distance value, the 
more dissimilar the shape of the autocorrelations of the two residuals, reflecting a greater 
dissimilarity between the two areas. A Euclidean distance of 0 identifies two identical areas. 
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Statistical inference 
Randomness in the residuals 
To evaluate whether the difference between the normalised MRF residuals and white noise 
was statistically significant, we performed Wald-Wolfowitz runs test [135]. This is a 
nonparametric randomness test that efficiently detects higher-order autocorrelation in a 
residual signal [136]. The runs test statistic is based on the number of consecutive residual 
values that preserve the same sign, known as a run. The runs test statistic calculated for a 
large sample (i.e. number of time points > 10) of white noise has a standard normal 
distribution. This allowed us to test the null hypothesis of randomness in the MRF residuals, 
against the alternative hypothesis of autocorrelated residual values.  
Significant areal dissimilarity 
To examine if the difference between the cortical areas was statistically significant, we 
performed the Wilcoxon signed rank test [137] on the Euclidean distance values (EDXY). 
This is a nonparametric test for paired observations and is used when a normal distribution 
cannot be assumed for the populations. Using this test, we evaluated whether the 
dissimilarity between areas X and Y (measured as EDXY) was significantly different from the 
dissimilarity between areas X and Z (measured as EDXZ). Here, the null hypothesis was that 
EDXY - EDXZ had a distribution with median of 0. 
2.4 RESULTS 
2.4.1 Comparison of MRF Residuals and White Noise 
Figure 2-4 illustrates results of the qualitative white noise test performed on MRF residuals 
of the three cortical areas of interest, for two example participants. The normalised 
autocorrelations of area 4a, area 6 and area 2 exceed the 95% confidence intervals of a 
Gaussian white noise autocorrelation distribution at approximately half the total number of 
lags. This demonstrates significant correlation between MRF residual values of each cortical 
area at those lags, suggesting that the MRF residuals are significantly different from a white 
noise process for both participants. Similar observations were made for the MRF residuals 
of the other four participants. 
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Figure 2-4 Normalised autocorrelation of the MRF residuals of area 4a (blue), area 6 (red) and area 2 
(green) overlaid on the 95% confidence intervals (±0.062) of a Gaussian white noise autocorrelation 
distribution. Autocorrelation values that fall between the 95% confidence intervals are greyed out, 
indicating their insignificance when compared with the white noise autocorrelation distribution. 
The Wald-Wolfowitz runs test indicated significant (P<0.05) non-randomness in the MRF 
residual signals of area 4a, area 6 and area 2, for all six participants examined in this study.  
2.4.2 Area-specific Patterns of MRF Residuals 
Figure 2-4 shows that the autocorrelation profile of each area seems to be a function of the 
lag number. In other words, the autocorrelation of each area appears to have a characteristic 
pattern. The mean and standard deviation of the autocorrelation profile of each area of 
interest across the six participants was compared, as illustrated in Figure 2-5. This figure 
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confirms the presence of an autocorrelation pattern for each cortical area, which could make 
it distinguishable from the other areas of the same participant. For example, from visual 
inspection of autocorrelations between lags 21 and 85 in Figure 2-5 we can observe that 
area 2 average autocorrelations change within a small range just above 0.16. In contrast, 
area 4a autocorrelations experience more variations and are mostly smaller than the value 
of 0.16. Similar to area 4a autocorrelations between lags 21 and 85, average 
autocorrelations of area 6 mostly fall below the value of 0.16, but vary within a smaller range 
compared to area 4a autocorrelations. Figure 2-6 provides a closer view of the average 
autocorrelations of the three areas between lags 21 and 85. The minimum and maximum 
value of the average autocorrelations are different between the three cortical areas (0.16 – 
0.21, 0.12 – 0.17, 0.13 – 0.18 for area 2, area 4a and area 6, respectively). Additionally, 
between lags 54 and 85, area 2 autocorrelations remain almost constant, while area 4a 
autocorrelations again increase to the maximum value of 0.17. Area 6 autocorrelations 
experience a smaller increase between lags 54 and 85, compared to area 4a 
autocorrelation. 
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Figure 2-5 Comparison of the normalised autocorrelation patterns of a) area 2, b) area 4a and c) area 6 
for six participants. The solid line represents the mean autocorrelation of each area across six 
participants, and the shaded area corresponds to the standard deviation of the autocorrelations among 
all participants. 
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Figure 2-6 An example of the difference in the autocorrelation patterns of a) area 2, b) area 4a and c) 
area 6 between lags 21 and 85. The solid line represents the mean autocorrelation of each area across 
six participants, and the shaded area corresponds to the standard deviation of the autocorrelations 
among all participants. 
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2.4.3 Interareal Dissimilarity of MRF Residuals 
The dissimilarity measurements for six participants are represented in Figure 2-7. Figure 
2-7a shows the Euclidean distance from area 2 to area 4a and 6. For all six participants, the 
distance from area 2 to area 4a is larger than the distance between area 2 and 6. This 
implies higher dissimilarity between MRF residuals of area 2 and 4a, compared with area 2 
and 6. Likewise, for all six participants, Figure 2-7b identifies area 2 as the most dissimilar 
area to 4a, while area 6 is more similar to area 4a. Figure 2-7c confirms that the dissimilarity 
between area 6 and 4a is consistently lower for all participants. 
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Figure 2-7 The Euclidean distance from a) area 2 to area 4a and 6, b) area 4a to area 2 and 6, c) area 6 
to area 2 and 4a for six participants. The maximum (dashed red box) and the minimum (dashed green 
box) distance values on each diagram identify higher and lower interareal dissimilarity to the target 
area, respectively.  
The significance of the difference between the Euclidean distance values is illustrated with 
notched box plots in Figure 2-8. The notches of the three box plots do not overlap, meaning 
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that, with 95% confidence, the medians of the Euclidean distances between the three target 
areas are significantly different. Additionally, the p-values from the Wilcoxon signed rank 
test [137] on the distance values confirmed that the difference was statistically significant at 
P < 0.05. 
 
Figure 2-8 Notched box plots of the Euclidean distances between the autocorrelation of the MRF 
residuals of the three target areas. The distance values between area 2 and 4a are presented with cyan 
circles, between area 2 and 6 are in magenta, and between area 4a and 6 are in green. The p-values 
obtained from Wilcoxon signed rank test are also displayed for the difference between the medians of 
the distance values. 
2.5 DISCUSSION  
Using the MRF residual analysis framework introduced in this work, we present two key 
results from the statistical analysis of MRF residuals of three cortical areas. First, we showed 
significant correlation and non-randomness exists between the MRF residual values of each 
cortical area (Figure 2-4), demonstrating significant distinction from the properties of a white 
noise process. Thus, MRF residuals, which theoretically contain no information about the 
MR relaxometry tissue properties (i.e. T1 and T2*), may have unexplained structure that 
could reveal more information about tissue architecture. This implies that MR relaxometry 
tissue properties do not explain tissue characteristics completely. Second, we showed that 
the unexplained structure present in the residuals can be linked to the microstructural 
variations in underlying tissue. This was inferred from a) the area-specific patterns in the 
autocorrelations of the residuals (Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6), b) statistically significant 
difference in autocorrelation profile between the three areas (Figure 2-8), c) consistent 
qualitative between-area similarities across all participants (Figure 2-7), and d) qualitative 
agreement between the interareal dissimilarity measures of our study (Figure 2-7) and other 
observer-independent cortical mapping experiments.  
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According to several microstructural mapping studies, areas 2 and 4 are two areas with 
conspicuous microarchitectonic distinctions [11, 13, 35, 117, 138]. For example, Geyer, et 
al. [39] compared these two areas using an observer-independent ex vivo cytoarchitectonic 
method and showed significantly higher dissimilarity between areas 4 and 2 than with other 
primary somatosensory areas (e.g. areas 3a, 3b and 1). This marked difference has been 
linked to the thicker cortex, lower cell density, smoother transition from grey matter to white 
matter [39], larger pyramidal cells [138] and the missing layer IV in area 4 [12, 15] compared 
to area 2. These two areas also have distinguishable differences in myeloarchitecture (i.e. 
area 4 is astriate [139], and area 2 is unistriate [140]). Accordingly, myeloarchitectonic 
studies have also been able to clearly distinguish the two areas on the basis of degree of 
myelination (higher in area 4 compared to 2) [121] and difference in fibre orientation [62]. In 
line with these findings, we showed significantly larger dissimilarity between areas 2 and 4a, 
than between areas 4a and 6 and areas 2 and 6 (Figure 2-8). This would be expected if our 
method is sensitive to the combined effect of consistently distinctive microstructural tissue 
components.  
Glasser and Van Essen [121] and Cohen-Adad, et al. [62] have reported intermediate 
myeloarchitectonic dissimilarity of area 6 to areas 2 and 4a. That is, on average, area 6 is 
observed to have a higher degree of myelination than area 2, while showing lower 
myelination than area 4a. This may explain smaller distance values between area 6 and 
areas 2 and 4a (Figure 2-8), compared to the distance between area 2 and 4a. 
One main advantage of our framework over other multi-modal MRI microstructural mapping 
methods is that it was not designed for delineating a limited number of microstructural 
features of the tissue. Instead, it characterises the non-relaxometry information in the MRF 
signal residuals collectively, thus may contain information about the ensemble of 
microscopic tissue components. Consequently, our method may lead to improved accuracy 
of microstructural tissue characterisation across the cortex, as we believe neglecting the 
simultaneous effects of multiple microscopic components on the MR signal could be the 
main concerning source of inaccuracy in most multi-modal MR-based methods. For 
example, Marques, et al. [116] aimed for independent accurate mapping of iron and myelin 
contents from a combination of R1, R2* and QSM measurements through developing a linear 
model. However, the inconsistency of the resultant maps in some cortical areas across 
subjects may suggest the presence of other microscopic components contributing to the 
susceptibility contrast in those areas (e.g. calcium [141]). Therefore, neglecting the 
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simultaneous effect of all microscopic components on the MR signals may simply challenge 
the applicability of the multi-modal models across the cortex.  
2.5.1 Limitations and Future Directions 
We developed a 2D EPI-based MRF sequence for MR fingerprinting data acquisition. The 
intrinsic limitations of 2D EPI sequence could impose some challenges on our method. 
Echo-planar imaging suffers from low SNR when high readout bandwidth and high in-plane 
spatial resolution are used [142]. A relatively high bandwidth (1562 Hz/pixel) was used, with 
the aim of reducing the minimum TE and TR values and lowering the common EPI-related 
susceptibility and distortion artefacts. We acquired our MRF images with relatively high in-
plane spatial resolution of 1mm to examine the cerebral cortex, which has a 1mm to 4.5mm 
thickness in humans [15, 143]. The combination of high bandwidth and high in-plane spatial 
resolution contributed to the low SNR of our MRF images. This may affect interareal 
dissimilarity measurements in our residual-based processing pipeline, especially between 
areas with low degree of microstructural dissimilarity. To mitigate possible effects, three 
repetitions of each MRF slice were acquired using a high field MR scanner (7T). 
Future work to cover the entire cerebral cortex requires development of a 3D EPI-based 
MRF sequence. Besides increasing the SNR, 3D acquisition could also reduce the total 
acquisition time for a whole brain MRF scan, using partial Fourier sampling and partial 
parallel imaging along a secondary phase encoding direction [144].  
Mis-registration between the MRF scans and SA2RAGE images could result in the use of 
incorrect B1+ values for MRF dictionary matching in a voxel, resulting in an inaccurate MRF 
residual. Mis-registration with the atlas could also lead to the inclusion of neighbouring 
cortical areas. To alleviate this problem, we used MP2RAGE T1w anatomical scans as an 
intermediate image in a two-level co-registration of B1+ maps and atlas masks with the MRF 
images. However, the lack of 3D MRF images of the whole brain might affect the accuracy 
of co-registration between the MP2RAGE and MRF images. Mis-registration is a concern 
common to multi-modal microstructural mapping [64]. EPI-related susceptibility and 
geometric distortions also affect registration. Hence our pre-processing procedure also 
included non-linear registration. EPI distortion correction techniques [145] are likely to 
further improve realignment accuracy. 
The minimum voxel size is a limitation in MR-based microstructural studies [110], especially 
when studying thinner cortical areas (e.g. < 2mm in the present work). The MRF residuals 
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of most voxels lying within such areas are more likely to carry some information about the 
adjacent tissues (e.g. CSF and WM). To minimise the partial volume effect in the present 
study, voxels with low (i.e. < 90%) GM fraction for each participant were excluded, limiting 
the application of the proposed method in voxels with high degree of partial volume effect. 
In a future work, the partial volume effect may be directly formulated in the MRF signal 
simulations using the method proposed in [10], removing the need to perform separate 
tissue segmentation, and to exclude voxels with high non-GM fraction. This may also 
eliminate the need for MRF images with spatial resolutions higher than 1mm, as has been 
suggested to mitigate partial volume effects in other MRI-based microstructural mapping 
methods. Although, high resolution images might still be useful for capturing layer-specific 
cortical variations [34]. 
Several avenues for enhancing the method could be explored. 3D MRF acquisition with a 
time-optimised acquisition parameter scheme, and voxel-wise development of the residual 
analysis framework could allow integration of resultant individualised cortical maps with 
other types of MR data (e.g. functional data). This method could be more time-efficient and 
cost-effective than current multi-modal MR-based cortical mapping methods reviewed in 
[64], especially because there might be no need for separate acquisition of complementary 
modalities (e.g. phase data of MR signals) and the subsequent data integration through a 
post-processing procedure.  
Finally, it is essential to note that the present work was a proof of concept study for the novel 
cortical microstructure characterisation approach that was introduced here. Although the 
results obtained from the small number of subjects were promising and demonstrated the 
feasibility of using the proposed method for cortical mapping, it is essential to investigate 
the effectiveness of the present method in a larger population in future work. In terms of 
examining the inter-subject architectonic variability in the human cerebral cortex, and in 
regard to statistical inferences, the small sample size examined in this study (i.e. n=6) may 
not provide us with a strong supporting evidence. 
2.6 CONCLUSIONS 
Our MRF residual analysis framework identified area-specific patterns in the MRF residual 
signals of three cortical areas: primary motor cortex (area 4a), premotor cortex (area 6) and 
primary somatosensory cortex (area 2). Similar patterns of microstructural variations are 
reported in observer-independent cortical mapping studies. This agreement suggests that 
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a) MR relaxometry tissue properties do not reflect the underlying tissue characteristics 
completely, and b) MRF residuals could reflect the microstructural variations between the 
human brain cortical areas. Additionally, it is likely that MRF signals are affected by a 
combination of microstructural tissue properties, providing us with a basis for developing a 
multi-parametric observer-independent microstructural mapping method. Our framework 
could be further tailored in future studies towards developing a method for voxel-wise 
microanatomical parcellation of the cerebral cortex in individuals.   
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Chapter 3 Developing 3D MR fingerprinting residual analysis 
towards microanatomical characterisation of the whole 
cerebral cortex in human 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 2 we described a new method based on MR fingerprinting (MRF) framework 
which distinguished between three cortical areas (Brodmann area (BA) 2: primary 
somatosensory cortex, BA4: primary motor cortex and BA6: premotor cortex). Particularly, 
the MRF residual analysis framework demonstrated the presence of information in MRF 
signals complementary to MR relaxometry (T1, T2*), a potentially useful finding for accurate 
in vivo human cortical parcellation. Furthermore, adaptation of MRF framework mitigated 
the challenge of acquisition, integration, and interpretation of the data from multiple MR 
contrasts, which is a concern common in most quantitative multi-modal MRI cortical mapping 
methods [64]. Despite the promising findings, the MRF residual-based cortical mapping 
method presented in Chapter 2 was a proof-of-principal study and had several limitations. 
The MRF residual-based cortical mapping method presented in Chapter 2 utilised a 2D 
single-shot gradient-echo EPI-based [142] MRF sequence for MRF signal acquisitions. The 
successful use of cartesian EPI readout for developing an MRF sequence (EPI-MRF) has 
also been demonstrated by Rieger, et al. [69], aiming to provide an alternative for the non-
cartesian readouts (e.g. spiral [10] and radial [71]) used in other MRF studies. EPI-MRF 
could not achieve an efficient k-space sampling comparable to the spiral-based MRF 
sequences, due to the limited undersampling options available [69]. On the other hand, 
compared to the non-cartesian readouts (e.g. spiral), EPI could benefit from more 
robustness to system imperfections (such as gradient deviations and the effect of eddy 
currents on trajectory accuracy) [146], which may affect MRF parameter mapping accuracy 
[69]. 
While the EPI-based MRF residual analysis study presented in Chapter 2 benefited from the 
inherent characteristics of the cartesian EPI readout and established the feasibility of 
performing microstructural characterisation of the grey matter, the single-slice (2D) MRF 
acquisition imposes several limitations on the extended cerebral cortex coverage. Improved 
spatial coverage using single-slice acquisition could become especially challenging in 
microstructural mapping applications that require high spatial resolutions [34]. Achieving 
higher spatial resolution in the slice direction would require acquisition of larger number of 
slices, which linearly increases the total acquisition time of conventional single-slice 
acquisition sequences due to the need for full magnetization recovery before the acquisition 
of a new slice [144]. 
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Several studies have investigated different methods for optimising the acquisition time in 
MRF applications with large spatial coverage. Amthor, et al. [147] proposed a method that 
could reduce the magnetization recovery time required between acquisition of multiple 
slices, using a non-relaxed steady state magnetization as the initial spin state of the 
fingerprints. Their method provided a generalisable time optimisation approach that is 
applicable to all types of k-space sampling methods used in MRF. However, the lower SNR 
resulted from the use of non-relaxed initial spin state, could affect the MRF parameter 
mapping accuracy and precision [147]. To further improve the efficiency of MRF acquisitions 
with large spatial coverage, simultaneous multi-slice (SMS [148]) MRF studies have 
benefited from variable phase encoding techniques for simultaneous excitation of multiple 
slices [75, 149]. However, the achievable acceleration factor in SMS-MRF is limited to 3, 
due to degraded MRF parameter mapping precision as a consequence of incomplete slice 
signal separation and lower SNR at acceleration factors higher than 3 [149]. Additionally, 
the acceleration factor of 3 in SMS-MRF could be achieved at the cost of acquiring additional 
preparation data, use of computationally expensive complex slice separation algorithms 
[149], and increased specific absorption rate (SAR) [150]. To overcome these issues Rieger, 
et al. [68] developed a slice-interleaved EPI-MRF sequence and achieved the acceleration 
factor of 4, without compromising the MRF parameter quantification accuracy. However, 
slice-interleaved acquisitions do not allow acquisition of continuous imaging volumes. 
Further improvements could be achieved using  continuous 3D volumetric sampling 
schemes, resulting in higher through-plane resolutions and enhanced slice profiles [68, 73, 
151], while maintaining high MRF parameter mapping accuracy and precision due to high 
SNR [73, 151]. The 3D volumetric acquisitions could achieve high acceleration factors, as 
they enable the application of k-space undersampling techniques (e.g. partial Fourier 
sampling and partial parallel imaging) along a secondary phase encoding direction (kz) [73, 
144, 151]. 
The purpose of this study was to explore the feasibility of extending the spatial coverage of 
our MRF residual analysis framework (Chapter 2), within a clinically acceptable time. We 
investigated this through adaptation of the 3D EPI sequence developed previously by Poser, 
et al. [144], to benefit from the above-mentioned characteristics of 3D volumetric acquisition 
schemes and EPI readouts at the same time, for our MRF signal acquisitions. Furthermore, 
the possibility of total MRF acquisition time optimisation was examined empirically, through 
reducing the total number of MRF baseline images. 
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3.2 METHODS 
3.2.1 Subjects 
Six volunteers (one male and five females) participated in a two hour-long MRI scan session. 
Participants were healthy individuals aged between 27 years and 35 years with no history 
of neurological disease. Participants were provided with an overview of the experiment and 
signed a written consent form prior to the scan. Each participant underwent two scans 
separated by a 15-minute break. A whole-brain 3D EPI-based MRF scan was performed in 
both sessions. In the first session, we also performed a whole-brain 3D SA2RAGE and an 
MP2RAGE scan. 
3.2.2 Regions-of-Interest  
We extracted three cortical areas from the Juelich cyto and myeloarchitectonic histological 
atlas of the human brain [41, 122]: primary somatosensory cortex (BA2), primary motor 
cortex (BA4a) and premotor cortex (BA6). These cortical areas were chosen on the basis 
that their microstructural similarity has been established quantitatively and qualitatively in 
many observer-independent cortical mapping studies [13, 33, 35], providing a means of 
validation for the inter-areal similarities measured in the present study. 
Note that the atlas provides probability masks for each area, representing the interindividual 
differences in the spatial location of each area. A voxel with high probability value indicates 
that there is a higher chance that the corresponding voxel in the MR image of a new 
individual would belong to the area of interest. In this study, we excluded the voxels with 
probability values of less than 80 percent from the atlas probability masks. All regions-of-
interest (ROI) masks were then binarized using FSL [123], such that the value of 1 in the 
binarized mask represents the voxels with probability of higher than 80 percent. 
3.2.3 MRI Acquisition 
The scan protocols were approved by the local ethics committee, and were performed at 
the Centre for Advanced Imaging, The University of Queensland, on a 7T whole-body MRI 
research scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using a 32-channel head coil 
(Nova Medical, Wilmington, Massachusetts). B0 shimming was performed at the beginning 
of each scan session to reduce susceptibility effects. 
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MRF acquisition 
A 3D EPI [144] sequence was adapted to be utilised for acquiring 1000 baseline MRF 
images with the following parameters:  
TR = 41 - 99 ms (Figure 3-2), FA = 10 - 77° (Figure 3-1), TE = 12 - 48 ms (Figure 3-2), 
Partial Fourier Phase = 6/8, voxel size = 1.4 × 1.4 × 1.4 mm, and matrix size = 142 × 142 × 
88. We used GRAPPA parallel imaging [127] in both in-plane (with acceleration factor =3 
and reference lines = 36) and through-plane phase encoding directions (with acceleration 
factor =2 and reference lines = 12). Fat Saturation was used to reduce the common 
chemical-shift artefacts observed in EPI sequences [152]. Each MRF scan was acquired 
twice, in two separate sessions, to increase SNR through averaging.   
MRF acquisition patterns  
The half-sinusoidal flip angle pattern used for the MRF acquisitions (Figure 3-1) was adopted 
from [79], adding the abrupt flip angle changes (0°-40°-50°-60°-0°) at the final baseline 
images to increase the sensitivity of MRF signals to B1+ variations [153]. 
 
Figure 3-1 The pseudo-randomised pattern of flip angles, used to acquire the 3D MRF images. 
We also used pseudo-randomised patterns suggested by Rieger, et al. [69] for TE variations 
(Figure 3-2), to improve SNR as a result of the higher distribution of TE values at the shorter 
values. This also allowed optimising the total MRF acquisition time by setting the TR values 
to the minimum possible value for each TE at each MRF repetition. The alternating pattern 
has also been shown to increase sensitivity of MRF signals to T1 and T2* variations [69], 
leading to more accurate estimation of these tissue properties. 
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Figure 3-2 The pseudo-randomised pattern of repetition time (TR) and echo time (TE), used to acquire 
the 3D MRF images. 
B1+ maps 
A 3D Saturation-prepared with 2 Rapid Gradient Echoes (SA2RAGE) sequence [124] was 
utilised to acquire the whole-brain transmit magnetic field (B1+) map of the brain, for B1+ 
inhomogeneity correction on the MRF signals [154]. When simulating the MRF signal 
evolutions for generating the MRF dictionary, B1+ values were used as a linear scaling factor 
to calculate actual flip angles based on the nominal flip angle values (Figure 3-1). 
The SA2RAGE acquisition parameters were as follows: TR = 2400 ms, TE = 0.95 ms, FA1/2 
= 6°/10°, voxel size = 4 × 4 × 4 mm, and matrix size = 48 × 58 × 64. 
T1-weighted images 
We acquired 3D T1-weighted images of each participant, using a prototype Magnetization 
Prepared 2 Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echoes (MP2RAGE) sequence [125]. The acquired 
T1-weighted images were used to create gray matter masks of each individual and to 
transform the Juelich atlas masks from the MNI-152 standard space to the MRF native 
space. The MP2RAGE acquisition was run with the following parameters: Repetition time 
(TR) = 6000 ms, echo time (TE) = 3.97 ms, inversion time TI1/2 = 800 ms/2700 ms, flip angle 
FA1/2 = 4°/5°, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm, and matrix size = 222 × 240 × 144. 
3.2.4 Image Processing 
Skull-stripping was first performed on all MRF, T1-weighted and B1+ images, using FSL BET 
[129], to obtain higher brain tissue co-registration accuracy between these images.  
To mitigate the effects of head motion during the long MRF scans, we linearly co-registered 
(using FSL FLIRT [130, 131] with 6 degrees of freedom (DOF)) all the 1000 MRF 3D 
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volumes in each MRF scan session, separately. Subsequently, we linearly registered (using 
FSL FLIRT with 6 DOF) the MRF images of the second scan session to the MRF images of 
the first scan session. Finally, we calculated the average images between the MRF images 
of the two sessions. 
The ROI binary masks were transformed from the MNI-152 standard space to the MRF 
native space using a two-level process. First, ROI binary masks were non-linearly registered 
(FSL FNIRT [132]) to the MP2RAGE T1-weighted image for each individual. Subsequently, 
ROI masks were linearly transformed from the MP2RAGE native space to the MRF native 
space. 
We then used MP2RAGE T1-weighted images to create the individual’s gray matter masks, 
using fsl_anat tool [155]. The fsl_anat pipeline includes enhanced bias-field correction, 
which improves tissue type segmentation accuracy. The gray matter mask of each individual 
was then used to extract the individual-specific portion of the transformed binary ROI masks. 
3.2.5 MRF Residual Analysis 
MRF residual analysis was performed as described in Chapter 2. The MRF residual signal 
for each voxel of interest was calculated as the difference between the measured MRF 
signal and the best match from the MRF dictionary. 
The MRF dictionary was generated off-line in MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release 
2018b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States) using Bloch equation 
simulation of the magnetization behaviour on the following range of T1, T2* and B1+ 
parameters: T1= 100 ms – 1 s in steps of 10 ms, 1 – 2s in steps of 20 ms, 2 – 3s in steps of 
30 ms, 3 – 4s in steps of 40 ms, and 4 – 5 s in steps of 50 ms; T2*= 15 – 20 ms in steps of 
2 ms, 20 – 40 ms in steps of 3 ms, 40 – 200 ms in steps of 5 ms, and 200-350 ms in steps 
of 10 ms; B1+= 0.4 – 1.4 in steps of 0.05. Dictionary matching was then performed through 
finding the maximum inner product of the measured and the simulated dictionary MRF 
signals. 
The MRF signal residual of each voxel was statistically characterised by its normalised 
autocorrelation, to i) examine deviation of MRF residuals from the white noise distribution 
(using white noise test), and ii) statistically measure the dissimilarity between MRF residuals 
of the target cortical areas (using the Euclidean distance between autocorrelations of the 
areas). 
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3.2.6 MRF Acquisition Time Optimisation 
Although we used k-space undersampling methods (GRAPPA parallel imaging and partial 
Fourier) to increase the time efficiency of our MRF acquisitions, the proposed number of 
baseline MRF images (1000 3D volumes of 88 slices), and the TR acquisition pattern (Figure 
3-2) would lead to the total acquisition time of about 42 minutes. Long acquisition time would 
affect the participants comfort, increasing the likelihood of motion artefacts resulted from the 
participants movements during the scan.  
In this study, we opted to investigate the feasibility of optimising the MRF acquisition time 
empirically. Accordingly, we first performed MRF residual analysis on the 1000 time point 
MRF signals to explore the feasibility of extending the spatial coverage of the method 
presented in Chapter 2. We then investigated the feasibility of reducing the MRF acquisition 
time through decreasing the total number of MRF baseline images, without compromising 
the MRF residual distinction between the regions of interest. 
Defining the optimal number of baseline MRF images required certain considerations. First, 
several studies have proposed different MRF acquisition parameter profiles, aiming to 
improve the quantification performance of the MRF framework [69]. Consequently, the MRF 
optimisation studies usually maintain the original acquisition parameter patterns. Second, it 
has been shown that reducing the number of baseline MRF images may lead to losing useful 
information from the MRF signal, therefore compromising the performance of tissue 
parameter mapping. Therefore, usually a trade-off is sought between the number of baseline 
MRF images (or, MRF acquisition time) and the parameter of interest (e.g. tissue property 
quantification accuracy).  
Accordingly, in this study, we proposed an empirical approach based on the 1000-time point 
MRF data (using the average of the MRF images acquired in two separate scan sessions) 
to find an optimal point (i.e. optimal number of MRF residual signal time points per voxel) 
such that i) the overall pattern of MRF acquisition parameters, and ii) the amount of 
information present in the MRF residual signal would experience minimum possible change, 
compared to the 1000-time point MRF residual signals.   
Maintaining the MRF acquisition profiles 
To meet the first requirement, we subsampled the 1000-time point MRF acquisitions by 
dropping out every nth MRF repetition number, starting from n=10 down to n=2. 
Subsequently, we continued the subsampling process by including every mth MRF repetition 
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number, where 3 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 10. Figure 3-3 illustrates the difference between the two parts of 
the subsampling process.  
 
Figure 3-3 Two representative subsampling steps of the MRF acquisition optimisation process, where 
we a) drop out every 3rd, and b) include in every 3rd MRF repetition numbers of the acquisition 
parameter profiles. The green and gray time points indicate the MRF repetition numbers that have been 
included, and excluded at the specified optimisation step, respectively. 
Figure 3-4 compares the MRF acquisition parameter (flip angles, repetition time and echo 
time) profiles of the two subsampling steps presented in Figure 3-3, demonstrating that the 
proposed subsampling scheme preserves the overall pattern of the acquisition parameters 
during the optimisation process. Note that the patterns illustrated in Figure 3-4 are both 
similar to the original pattern of acquisition parameters as depicted in Figure 3-1 and Figure 
3-2. 
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Figure 3-4 The MRF acquisition parameter profiles of the subsampling step at which a, b) we dropped 
out every 3rd, and c, d) we included every 3rd MRF repetition number. 
Preserving the MRF residual signal information 
To compare the amount of information present in the MRF residual signals between the 
subsampling steps, we calculated the mean squared error (MSE) between the measured 
MRF signals and their best match from the MRF dictionary, for all voxels of interest from all 
participants. A statistical test was then performed to determine if there was a significant 
difference between the MSE of the MRF residuals at the specified subsampling step and 
the original 1000-time point acquisition. The subsampling steps at which no significant 
change was observed in the MSE of the MRF residuals (compared to the original MRF 
acquisition with 1000 samples), could theoretically preserve the amount of information 
available in the 1000-time point MRF residuals, thus not compromising the separability of 
the MRF residuals of the selected cortical areas. 
To validate if the suggested optimal point could actually lead to distinguishing the distinctions 
between MRF residuals of the selected cortical areas, we repeated the MRF residual 
analysis as described above on the residual signals subsampled with the suggested optimal 
pattern. 
Simulating MRF parameter quantification 
Using fewer number of MRF repetitions could degrade the MRF parameter quantification 
accuracy, thus affecting the MRF residuals. To investigate this effect on the subsampled 
MRF signals in this study, we performed an MRF parameter quantification simulation as 
described below. 
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For a range of tissue properties (T1= 1600 – 2200 ms, T2*= 20 – 60 ms) we simulated two 
test sets of MRF signals with 1000 and n time points, where n was the optimal subsampling 
step identified in the optimisation process described above. We then generated two MRF 
dictionaries with equal number of time points as in the two test sets, using the full range of 
T1, T2* values as described above. Dictionary matching was performed on both MRF signal 
test sets, and tissue properties were derived accordingly. The fit accuracy was then 
measured by calculating the relative error for T1 and T2* estimations as follows: 
	𝑇1	𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟	 = 	𝑇1BDHABC −	𝑇13>H?GBH3@𝑇1BDHABC ∗ 100 
, where 𝑇1BDHABC and 𝑇13>H?GBH3@ represent the actual T1 value of the test set MRF signal, 
and the T1 value derived from the MRF dictionary for the test set signal, respectively. The 
relative error for T2* was calculated similarly. 
Note that to probe the effect of different SNR values on the fit accuracy of the subsampled 
MRF signals, we applied additive white gaussian noise with a range of SNR values (5 - 30) 
on both test set MRF signals. 
Finally, we compared the relative errors of the tissue properties between the two test sets, 
to examine if the subsampling step would affect the MRF parameter quantification accuracy 
significantly, when compared with the original 1000 time point MRF acquisition. 
3.3 RESULTS 
3.3.1 White Noise Test on MRF Residuals 
Figure 3-5 illustrates the comparison between the autocorrelation distribution of the MRF 
residual signals of areas 2, 4a and 6 for two participants, and the Gaussian white noise 
autocorrelation distribution. The autocorrelation of the MRF residuals of the three areas 
exceeds the 95% confidence interval of the white noise autocorrelation distribution at several 
lag numbers, demonstrating significant non-randomness (P<0.05) between the 
autocorrelations for each area. This suggests significant difference between the MRF 
residuals of each area and a white noise process. Similarly, significant difference was 
observed between autocorrelations of the MRF residuals of the three areas and the 
autocorrelation distribution of Gaussian white noise, for all other participants. 
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Figure 3-5 Normalised autocorrelation of the MRF residuals of area 4a (blue), area 6 (red) and area 2 
(green) for two representative participants overlaid on the 95% confidence intervals (±0.062) of a 
Gaussian white noise autocorrelation distribution. Autocorrelation values that fall between the 95% 
confidence intervals are greyed out, indicating their insignificance when compared with the white 
noise autocorrelation distribution. 
3.3.2 Area-specific MRF residuals 
The mean and standard deviation of the MRF residual autocorrelations for each area, across 
six participants, are depicted in Figure 3-6. Comparing the autocorrelation profiles between 
the three target areas revealed the presence of patterns, as a function of the lag number, 
which were specific to each cortical area. For example, in Figure 3-7 a closer view of the 
autocorrelation values of each area, between lags 62 and 185, visualises some of these 
differences. In Figure 3-7a we observe that the autocorrelations of area 2 fall slightly under 
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the value of -0.2 before the lag number 102. Then, at lag number 102, area 2 
autocorrelations reach -0.2 again, before they increase to 0 at lag number 185. In contrast, 
area 4a and 6 autocorrelations (Figure 3-7b, c) stay above the value of -0.2 between lags 
62 and 185, and then cross the value of 0 before the lag number 185. Additionally, Figure 
3-7 shows the higher similarity between autocorrelation patterns of area 4a and 6 (Figure 
3-7b, c), compared to area 2 autocorrelations (Figure 3-7a). Although, the area 6 
autocorrelations are closer to the value of -0.2 between lags 62 and 185, compared to the 
area 4a autocorrelations. Consequently, these characteristic patterns of autocorrelations of 
the MRF residuals may be able to distinguish between the cortical areas of interest. 
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Figure 3-6 Comparison of the normalised autocorrelation patterns of a) area 2, b) area 4a and c) area 6 
for six participants. The solid line represents the mean autocorrelation of the MRF residual signal of 
each area across six participants, and the shaded area corresponds to the standard deviation of the 
autocorrelations among all participants. 
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Figure 3-7 An example of the difference in the autocorrelation patterns of a) area 2, b) area 4a and c) 
area 6 between lags 62 and 185. The solid line represents the mean autocorrelation of each area across 
six participants, and the shaded area corresponds to the standard deviation of the autocorrelations 
among all participants. 
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3.3.3 Areal Dissimilarity of MRF Residuals 
The Euclidean distances between the MRF residuals autocorrelations of the cortical areas 
of interest are displayed in Figure 3-8, for all six participants. The Euclidean distances 
demonstrate the dissimilarity between the autocorrelation profiles of three cortical areas, for 
each participant. Figure 3-8a compares the distance from area 2 to areas 4a and 6. For all 
six participants, larger Euclidean distance between area 2 and 4a shows higher dissimilarity 
between MRF residuals of these two areas, compared with the dissimilarity between area 2 
and 6. Similarly, Figure 3-8b confirms higher dissimilarity between areas 4a and 2, 
compared with the dissimilarity between area 4a and 6, for all six participants. Figure 3-8c, 
which compares the distance from area 6 to areas 2 and 4a, also confirms that area 6 is 
more similar to area 4a than to area 2. 
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Figure 3-8 The Euclidean distance from a) area 2 to areas 4a and 6, b) area 4a to areas 2 and 6, c) area 
6 to areas 2 and 4a for six participants. The maximum (dashed red box) and the minimum (dashed 
green box) distance values on each diagram identify higher and lower areal dissimilarity to the target 
area, respectively. 
The notched box plots in Figure 3-9 demonstrate the significant difference between the 
Euclidean distances of pairs of cortical areas of interest. No overlap between the notches of 
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the three box plots indicates that the medians of the Euclidean distances between the three 
cortical areas are significantly different (P<0.05). Additionally, the p-values from the 
Wilcoxon signed rank test [137] on the distance values confirmed that there was a statistical 
significant difference (P < 0.05) between he Euclidean distance of each area from the other 
two areas. 
 
Figure 3-9 Notched box plots of the Euclidean distances between the autocorrelation of the MRF 
residuals of the three target areas. The distance values between area 2 and 4a are presented with cyan 
circles, between area 2 and 6 are in magenta, and between area 4a and 6 are in green. The 95% 
confidence intervals of the distribution of the Euclidean distances between each pair of areas are 
indicated by the shaded areas with the similar colours. The p-values obtained from the Wilcoxon 
signed rank test are also displayed for the difference between the medians of the distance values. 
3.3.4 MRF Acquisition Time Optimisation 
In Figure 3-10 the MSE of the MRF residuals of the selected cortical areas for all participants 
are illustrated at each subsampling step of the MRF acquisition time optimisation process. 
The MSE of the residuals at each step were compared with the MSE of the MRF residuals 
of the original MRF acquisition with 1000 time points (i.e. step ‘whole 1000’). Figure 3-10 is 
zoomed in for the steps between ‘whole 1000’ and ‘included every 2nd’ as presented in 
Figure 3-11, for a closer representation of the difference between the MSE values at these 
steps. As illustrated in Figure 3-11, the notched box plots of the MSE of the residuals at 
steps ‘dropped every 10th’ to ‘dropped every 3rd’ overlap with the notched box plots for the 
initial step ‘whole 1000’. The overlap implies that no significant difference (P>0.05) was 
observed between the MSE of the MRF residuals at steps ‘dropped every 10th’ to ‘dropped 
every 3rd’, and the MSE of residuals at the initial step ‘whole 1000’. Note that there is no 
overlap between the notched box plot of step ‘included every 2nd’ and the initial step, 
implying a significant difference (P>0.05) between the MSE of the MRF residuals of these 
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two steps. This suggested that the subsampling of the residuals could continue up to the 
step ‘dropped every 3rd’, without losing much information in the MRF residuals. As a 
consequence of the optimisation at this step, the total number of MRF signals time points 
could reduce to 667 (from 1000), suggesting the feasibility of decreasing the total MRF 
acquisition time to 26.8 minutes (from 40.2 minutes).  
 
Figure 3-10 MSE of the MRF residuals of the target cortical areas, for all participants, at each 
subsampling step of the acquisition time optimisation process. The gray shaded area indicates the 
95% confidence intervals for the MSE of the MRF residuals at the initial step, where all the 1000 MRF 
residual signal time points were used. 
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Figure 3-11 The subsampling steps of the MRF acquisition time optimisation process, at which no 
significant difference (P>0.05) was observed between the MSE of the MRF residuals, as compared with 
the MSE of the residuals of the original 1000 time point MRF acquisition. 
MRF parameter quantification accuracy 
Figure 3-12 depicts the simulation of the MRF T1 and T2* quantification accuracy at different 
SNR levels (5 – 30), using MRF signals with 1000 and 667 time points. At SNR values of 
larger than 20, no significant difference (P<0.05) was observed in the relative errors of T1 
and T2* estimations, between the MRF signals with 1000 and 667 samples.  
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Figure 3-12 The relative error of MRF parameter quantification for a) T1 and b) T2*, at SNR values 
between 5 and 30, is simulated using 1000-time point MRF signals (blue lines) versus 667-time point 
MRF signals.  
MRF residual analysis of the subsampled signals  
In this section, the results of the MRF residual analysis on the subsampled signals for the 
same cortical areas of interest and the same participants are compared with the MRF 
residual analysis on the original MRF signals with 1000 samples. 
Figure 3-13 illustrates the comparison between the autocorrelation distribution of the 
subsampled MRF residual signals of areas 2, 4a and 6 for two participants, and the 
Gaussian white noise autocorrelation distribution. Similar to the white noise test results on 
the MRF signals with 1000 samples (Figure 3-5), the autocorrelation of the 667-time point 
MRF residuals of the three areas exceed the 95% confidence interval of the white noise 
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autocorrelation distribution at several lag numbers. This demonstrates significant non-
randomness (P<0.05) between the autocorrelation values of each area, suggesting 
significant difference between the MRF residuals of each area and a white noise process. 
Similarly, significant difference was observed between autocorrelations of the 667-time point 
MRF residuals of the three areas and the autocorrelation distribution of Gaussian white 
noise, for all other participants. 
 
Figure 3-13 Normalised autocorrelation of the 667-time point MRF residuals of area 4a (blue), area 6 
(red) and area 2 (green) for two representative participants overlaid on the 95% confidence intervals 
(±0.075) of a Gaussian white noise autocorrelation distribution. Autocorrelation values that fall 
between the 95% confidence intervals are greyed out, indicating their insignificance when compared 
with the white noise autocorrelation distribution. 
The mean and standard deviation of the subsampled MRF residual autocorrelations for each 
area, across six participants, are depicted in Figure 3-14. Comparing the autocorrelation 
profiles between the three target areas confirmed the presence of area-specific patterns, 
which are a function of the lag number, as was also observed for the autocorrelations of the 
1000-time point MRF residuals (Figure 3-6).  
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Figure 3-15 illustrates a closer view of the autocorrelation profiles of each area, between 
lags 42 and 123. The patterns of autocorrelation of each area in this figure is similar to that 
observed in Figure 3-7 (between lags 62 and 185) for the autocorrelation profile of the areas 
when we had 1000-time point MRF residuals. Consequently, the characteristic patterns of 
autocorrelations of the MRF residuals were preserved during the subsampling process. 
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Figure 3-14 Comparison of the normalised autocorrelation patterns of a) area 2, b) area 4a and c) area 
6 for six participants, when using the subsampled MRF residual signals with 667 time points. The solid 
line represents the mean autocorrelation of the MRF residual signal of each area across six 
participants, and the shaded area corresponds to the standard deviation of the autocorrelations among 
all participants. 
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Figure 3-15 An example of the difference in the autocorrelation patterns of a) area 2, b) area 4a and c) 
area 6 between lags 42 and 123, when using the subsampled MRF residual signals with 667 time points. 
The solid line represents the mean autocorrelation of each area across six participants, and the shaded 
area corresponds to the standard deviation of the autocorrelations among all participants. 
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The areal dissimilarity measures between the subsampled MRF residuals autocorrelations 
of the cortical areas of interest are displayed in Figure 3-16, for all six participants. Similar 
to the case when we had 1000-time point MRF residual signals, for all participants, the 
Euclidean distance from area 2 to area 4a is larger than the distance between area 2 and 6 
(Figure 3-16a). This suggests higher dissimilarity between the MRF residuals of area 2 and 
4a, than between area 2 and 6 residuals. Also, Figure 3-16 b, c confirm higher similarity 
between the 667-time point MRF residuals of area 6 and 4a than between area 2 and 4a 
residuals, as the Euclidean distance between area 4a and 6 is smaller. 
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Figure 3-16 The Euclidean distance from a) area 2 to areas 4a and 6, b) area 4a to areas 2 and 6, c) area 
6 to areas 2 and 4a for six participants, when using the subsampled MRF residual signals with 667 time 
points . The maximum (dashed red box) and the minimum (dashed green box) distance values on each 
diagram identify higher and lower areal dissimilarity to the target area, respectively. 
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The notched box plots of the Euclidean distances in Figure 3-17 confirmed significant 
difference (P<0.05) between the distance values of pairs of cortical areas of interest when 
we used the subsampled 667-time point MRF residuals.  
 
 
Figure 3-17 Notched box plots of the Euclidean distances between the autocorrelation of the 
subsampled MRF residuals (with 667 time point samples) of the three target areas. The distance values 
between area 2 and 4a are presented with cyan circles, between area 2 and 6 are in magenta, and 
between area 4a and 6 are in green. The 95% confidence intervals of the distribution of the Euclidean 
distances between each pair of areas are indicated by the shaded areas with the similar colours. The 
p-values obtained from the Wilcoxon signed rank test are also displayed for the difference between 
the medians of the distance values. 
3.4 DISCUSSION 
We demonstrated the feasibility of extending the utility of the MRF residual analysis 
framework from the 2D single-slice MRF acquisitions (Chapter 2) to 3D volumetric MRF 
acquisitions. The MRF residual signals generated from the 3D EPI-MRF acquisitions of 1000 
baseline images could distinguish the distinctions between three cortical area of interest: 
primary somatosensory cortex (area 2), primary motor cortex (area 4a), and premotor cortex 
(area 6).  
The Euclidean distance measures between the autocorrelations of the MRF residuals 
indicated areas 2 and 4a as the most dissimilar, and areas 4a and 6 as the most similar 
areas. These findings are in agreement with the areal distances observed in Chapter 2 
between these three cortical areas. The interareal similarity profiles (Figure 3-8) are also 
qualitatively in agreement with the areal similarity between these three areas, as examined 
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in several microstructural mapping studies. For example, areas 2 and area 4a are 
established to have marked cyto- [62] and myelo-architectonic [121] distinctions, while areas 
4a and 6 are known to be marginally different in terms of their microstructural characteristics 
[62, 121]. Consequently, the areal dissimilarity measures in this study suggest that the 
distinctive structures present in the MRF residuals might contain information associated with 
microstructural variations between the cortical areas of interest. 
Furthermore, we demonstrated the feasibility of optimising the total MRF scan time from 
40.2 to 26.8 minutes. Similar autocorrelation patterns of the 667-time point (Figure 3-15) 
and 1000-time point (Figure 3-7) MRF residuals for each cortical area, demonstrated that 
the proposed optimisation scheme would maintain the distinctive structures in the MRF 
residuals of each cortical area. Further, the agreement between the areal dissimilarity 
profiles of the 667-time point (Figure 3-16) and 1000-time point (Figure 3-8) residuals, 
implies that optimised MRF residual signals would preserve sufficient information to 
distinguish the microstructural variations between cortical areas. Additionally, our 
simulations suggest that on high-field MR scanners (with high SNR), an MRF acquisition 
that uses the optimised acquisition parameter patterns with 667 baseline images, would still 
obtain an MRF parameter quantification accuracy comparable to the MRF acquisition with 
1000 baseline images (Figure 3-12). As a consequence of this, the MRF residual signals of 
the optimised acquisition pattern would contain the same amount of information as in the 
original acquisition in this study, thus not compromising the separability of the cortical areas 
based on their MRF residual signals. Moreover, these findings    
The 3D EPI-MRF sequence in this study achieved a two-fold acquisition time acceleration, 
compared with the 2D EPI-MRF sequence used in Chapter 2, mainly caused by the use of 
GRAPPA parallel imaging with acceleration factor of 2 along the through-plane phase 
encoding direction. This time acceleration could not be achieved using a 2D EPI-MRF 
sequence, as there is only one phase encoding direction which only enables in-plane 
acceleration [144]. In addition to higher acquisition time acceleration, 3D EPI-MRF sequence 
benefits from higher SNR, improved slice profile and higher through-plane spatial resolutions 
[144].  
The present study formed the basis for future developments towards the whole cerebral 
cortex parcellation. However, there are several venues for further developments in future 
works. First, EPI sequences suffer from signal loss at the tissue-air interfaces (e.g. near the 
sinus), where there is significant magnetic field inhomogeneity [156]. Rieger, et al. [69] have 
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reported inaccurate T2* quantification at these areas. Geometric image distortions are also 
common in EPI acquisitions [156]. These artefacts may challenge the goal of whole cerebral 
cortex parcellation using the 3D EPI-based MRF residual analysis described in this study. 
Although many algorithms have been developed to resolve these issues [156], the effect of 
these artefact correction methods on the MRF signals needs to be investigated in future 
work. Second, in this study we only showed the feasibility of employing the k-space 
undersampling techniques along the secondary phase encoding direction that is available 
in 3D EPI sequences. Accordingly, we only used the acceleration factor of 2 along the 
through-plane phase encoding direction. Future work may investigate the effect of higher k-
space undersampling factors on the MRF signals, and accordingly on the MRF residual 
analysis framework. 
3.5 CONCLUSION 
We established the feasibility of distinguishing the microstructural variations between 
cortical areas, exploiting the previously described MRF residual analysis framework on the 
data acquired from a 3D EPI-MRF sequence. We also demonstrated the resilience of the 
MRF residual analysis framework to the optimisation of the total number of MRF repetitions. 
We established the foundation for future work towards voxel-wise parcellation of the human 
cerebral cortex, using the area-specific information present in MRF residual signals. 
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Chapter 4 Towards in vivo voxel-wise parcellation of human 
cerebral cortex using MR fingerprinting and machine learning 
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Shahrzad Moinian, Viktor Vegh, David Reutens, “In vivo voxel-wise parcellation of the 
human cerebral cortex using 3D MR fingerprinting (MRF) and supervised machine learning 
classification”. Submitted to International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine 
(ISMRM). 
The above conference abstract has been submitted to ISMRM 2020. It has since been 
revised and further developed, and is incorporated in this thesis as Chapter 4. 
I have made a substantive contribution to the authorship of the manuscript: 
§ Conception and design of the project. 
§ Analysis and interpretation of the data on which the manuscript is based. 
§ Drafting significant parts of the manuscript and critically reviewing it so as to 
contribute to the interpretation. 
As the first author, I have participated in conceptualisation, experiment design, MR 
sequence development and testing, implementation of the data analysis scripts, 
implementation of the machine learning algorithms and techniques, data acquisition, data 
analysis and interpretation.   
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4.1 ABSTRACT 
Accurate parcellation of the human cerebral cortex provides a reliable guide for 
neurosurgical decision making, development of individualised treatment plans and 
identification of structure-function associations. While the quantitative histology-based 
methods provide accurate microstructural cortical maps, they are not directly translatable to 
the individual humans. The most promising in vivo quantitative MR-based microstructural 
cortical mapping methods are yet to achieve a comparable level of parcellation accuracy 
throughout the cortex. 
We present an automated method of in vivo voxel-wise human cortical parcellation, using 
MR fingerprinting (MRF) residual analysis and supervised machine learning classification. 
We scanned six participants using a 3D EPI-MRF sequence developed in-house on a 7T 
Siemens scanner. A set of 999 normalised autocorrelations of the MRF residual signal of 
each voxel of interest from primary somatosensory cortex BA1 and BA2, primary motor 
cortex BA4a, premotor cortex BA6, visual cortex BA17 and BA18, and Broca area BA45 
were used as the feature vectors. The feature vectors of each cortical area were uniquely 
labelled before being fed into the model selection procedure for comparing the performance 
of linear support vector machine (L-SVM), Radial Basis Function SVM (RBF-SVM), Random 
Forests (RF) and K-nearest neighbours (KNN) supervised classification algorithms. We 
compared the prediction performance of each algorithm, using two different feature 
representation approaches: i) features from each voxel, and ii) features derived from a 
volume comprising 3×3×3 voxels. 
The RBF-SVM classifier using the volume-based feature representation performed best with 
macro-average area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (ROC-AUC) of 0.83, 
sensitivity of 0.71 and specificity of 0.95 on the unseen test set.  
The method may have the potential to be integrated with the online image reconstruction 
process on MR scanners, towards employing voxel-wise microstructural cortical parcellation 
for real-time clinical applications.  
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4.2 INTRODUCTION 
The importance of accurate individual-specific cortical parcellation of the brain can be well 
realised in neurosurgical decision-making processes [157, 158], and the study of the 
association between the function and tissue microstructure [2, 3]. An observer-independent 
microstructural mapping method was first developed using quantitative histological studies 
of the post-mortem brain tissues by Schleicher, et al. [9] in 1999. Although this is a reliable 
and reproducible solution to many problems with the classical histology-based 
microarchitectonic mapping approaches [15, 16, 25, 30], it cannot be applied to the living 
human brain.  
Among the in vivo microarchitectonic mapping methods, the effectiveness of exploiting 
quantitative multi-modal MRI methods for microstructural mapping of the human brain cortex 
has been evidenced in a multitude of studies [47, 53, 62, 64, 116, 117]. These methods 
provided a foundation to obtain insightful information through observer-independent and 
reproducible examination of the cortical microstructural variations.  However, most multi-
contrast MR-based microarchitectonic cortical mapping methods developed to date rely on 
the average microstructural variations across a limited number of individuals. As a result, 
these methods are mostly inapplicable for delineating individual-specific microarchitectural 
variations, leading to unreliable and uncertain voxel-wise localisation of some areas in 
individuals, specifically those with high degree of interindividual microstructural variability 
(e.g. primary somatosensory cortex [33, 39] and visual cortex [38]).   
Inefficiency is another main drawback of the current quantitative multi-model MRI 
microstructural mapping methods, limiting their utility in real-time applications. The data 
analysis in these methods involves extensive postprocessing, which usually needs manual 
intervention [47, 64]. Automating cortical parcellation methods could provide us with major 
developments in this regard. The improved efficiency gained from an automated voxel-wise 
cortical mapping method enables utility of the resultant individual-specific maps in real-time 
applications such as MRI-guided stereotactic neurosurgery [158, 159]. 
Machine learning (ML) provides the avenue for dealing with both the above-mentioned 
issues of the current multi-modal MRI microstructural parcellation methods. Firstly, ML-
based algorithms have promoted automated model development processes to tackle the 
problem of time-efficiency in a variety of applications including brain imaging and 
neuroscience. Supervised ML classification solutions automatically learn a model from a set 
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of labelled (i.e. with known classes) data samples, describing the distinctions between two 
or more categories present in the training dataset. Once the model is built, it can be used 
for time-efficient prediction of the class of future data samples with unknown labels. 
Secondly, in addition to enhancing time-efficiency, ML-based algorithms have proved 
effectiveness and reliability in many voxel-wise and individual-specific neuroimaging studies 
including brain tumour segmentation [160], neurological disease detection [161-163] and 
identification of psychiatric disorders [164]. Thus, ML facilitates developing models that can 
learn from voxel-wise individualised data instead of group-average data, and in turn can 
reliably be applied to new individuals. 
A few cortical parcellation studies have also benefited from time-efficient ML-based solutions 
and their effectiveness in dealing with voxel-wise and individual-specific data. However, ML-
based microarchitectural parcellation models developed so far were trained using multiple 
neurobiological properties like areal function [107, 165], connectivity and topography [107], 
combined with the microstructural tissue characteristics of the cortex. Combination of these 
properties has demonstrated enhanced accuracy of areal border delineation, especially 
where use of only architectonic features has been shown as insufficient (e.g. Broca areas 
[165]). Despite these developments, as Eickhoff, et al. [8] stressed, each of these 
neurobiological markers serve us with unique insights into the organisation of brain. Thus, 
the importance of improving the accuracy of parcellations derived from each one of these 
neurobiological modalities should not be neglected. Closer inspection of the data used in 
[107, 165], reveals potential areas of improvement regarding the parcellations obtained from 
the microstructural properties. They employed a method based on structural T1w and T2w 
images [121] to derive myelin content and thickness measures of the cortex, while multitude 
of studies have argued adequacy of MR relaxometry-based information for accurate 
characterisation of microscopic features throughout the cortex, and have thus suggested 
adding complementary information from other MR modalities [47, 64].  
To the best of our knowledge, no ML-based models have been developed to date aiming at 
improving microstructural parcellation of the cortex, using microarchitectonic information 
complementary to the MR relaxometry-based information. The first key challenge for 
developing such a method could be in identifying an appropriate method of data 
representation to the ML algorithms. It is essential to provide supervised ML algorithms with 
descriptive and discriminative characterisation (i.e. features) of the target data samples. In 
a previous study (Chapter 2), we presented a new quantitative multi-modal MRI method of 
characterising the human brain cortex, using MR fingerprinting (MRF) residual analysis. The 
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MRF residual analysis method suggested that MRF signals contain information 
complementary to the MR relaxometry-based information, which could be helpful towards 
more accurate microarchitectonic cortical parcellation. Using autocorrelations as a statistical 
measure of characterising the MRF residuals, we differentiated three microarchitectonically 
distinct cortical areas (primary somatosensory cortex BA2, premotor cortex BA6 and primary 
motor cortex BA4a) in six individuals. The results suggest that MRF residual autocorrelations 
may potentially provide us with an appropriate feature representation, which would be 
required for developing a ML-based model for microstructural cortical parcellation. However, 
the analysis in Chapter 2 was based on the average MRF residual signals from each target 
area, and the utility of the method at the voxel-level was not investigated.  
This research aims to establish the feasibility of developing an automated method for in vivo 
voxel-wise parcellation of the human brain cortex. We combined our previously proposed 
MRF residual analysis approach, as a method of statistical characterisation of the tissue 
microstructure underlying each image voxel, with classical supervised classification 
algorithms.  
4.3 METHODS 
4.3.1 Subjects 
Six volunteers (one male and five females) participated in a two hour-long MRI scan session. 
Participants were healthy individuals aged between 27 years and 35 years with no history 
of neurological disease. Each participant underwent two scans separated by a 15 minute 
break. A whole-brain 3D EPI-based MRF scan was performed in both sessions. In the first 
session, we also performed a whole-brain 3D SA2RAGE and an MP2RAGE scan.  
4.3.2 Regions-of-Interest  
We extracted 7 cortical areas from the Juelich cyto and myeloarchitectonic histological atlas 
of the human brain [41, 122]: primary somatosensory cortex (BA1 and BA2), primary motor 
cortex (BA4a), premotor cortex (BA6), primary and secondary visual cortex V1 (BA17) and 
V2 (BA18), and the Broca area BA45. These cortical areas were chosen on the basis that 
they are microstructurally distinct histologically [13, 33, 35, 37-39]. 
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Note that the atlas provides probability masks for each area, representing the interindividual 
differences in the spatial location of each area. A voxel with high probability value indicates 
that there is a higher chance that the corresponding voxel in the MR image of a new 
individual would belong to the area of interest. In this study, we excluded the voxels with 
probability values of less than 80 percent from the atlas probability masks. All ROI masks 
were then binarized using FSL [123], such that the value of 1 in the binarized mask 
represents the voxels with probability of higher than 80 percent. 
4.3.3 MRI Acquisition 
The scans were performed at the Centre for Advanced Imaging, The University of 
Queensland, on a 7T whole-body MRI research scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, 
Germany) using a 32-channel head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, Massachusetts). B0 
shimming was performed at the beginning of each scan session to reduce susceptibility 
effects. 
MRF acquisition 
A 3D EPI-based [144] MRF sequence was used to acquire 1000 frames of 3D MRF images 
with the following parameters:  
TR = 41 - 99 ms (Figure 3-2), FA = 10 - 77° (Figure 3-1), TE = 12 - 48 ms (Figure 3-2), 
Partial Fourier Phase = 6/8, voxel size = 1.4 × 1.4 × 1.4 mm, and matrix size = 142 × 142 × 
88. We used GRAPPA parallel imaging [127] in both phase encoding (with acceleration 
factor =3 and reference lines = 36) and slice encoding directions (with acceleration factor 
=2 and reference lines = 12). Fat Saturation was used to reduce the common chemical-shift 
artefacts observed in EPI sequences [152]. Each MRF scan was acquired twice, in two 
separate sessions, to increase SNR through averaging.  
MRF acquisition patterns  
The sinusoidal flip angle pattern used for the MRF acquisitions (Figure 4-1) was adopted 
from [79], adding the abrupt flip angle changes (0°-40°-50°-60°-0°) at the final frames to 
increase the sensitivity of MRF signals to B1+ variations [153]. 
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Figure 4-1 The pseudo-randomised pattern of flip angles, used to acquire the 3D MRF images. 
We also used pseudo-randomised patterns suggested by Rieger, et al. [69] for TE variations 
(Figure 4-2), to improve SNR as a result of the higher distribution of TE values at the shorter 
values. This also allowed optimising the total MRF acquisition time by setting the TR values 
to the minimum possible value for each TE at each MRF repetition. The alternating pattern 
has also been shown to increase sensitivity of MRF signals to T1 and T2* variations [69], 
leading to more accurate estimation of these tissue properties. 
 
Figure 4-2 The pseudo-randomised pattern of repetition time (TR) and echo time (TE), used to acquire 
the 3D MRF images 
B1+ maps 
A 3D Saturation-prepared with 2 Rapid Gradient Echoes (SA2RAGE) sequence [124] was 
utilised to acquire the whole-brain transmit magnetic field (B1+) map of the brain, for B1+ 
inhomogeneity correction on the MRF signals [154]. When simulating the MRF signal 
evolutions for generating the MRF dictionary, B1+ values were used as a linear scaling factor 
to calculate actual flip angles based on the nominal flip angle values (Figure 4-1). 
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The SA2RAGE acquisition parameters were as follows: TR = 2400 ms, TE = 0.95 ms, FA1/2 
= 6°/10°, voxel size = 4 × 4 × 4 mm, and matrix size = 48 × 58 × 64. 
T1-weighted images 
We acquired 3D T1-weighted images of each participant, using a prototype Magnetization 
Prepared 2 Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echoes (MP2RAGE) sequence [125]. The acquired 
T1-weighted images were used to create gray matter masks of each individual and to 
transform the Juelich atlas masks from the MNI-152 standard space to the MRF native 
space. The MP2RAGE acquisition was run with the following parameters: Repetition time 
(TR) = 6000 ms, echo time (TE) = 3.97 ms, inversion time TI1/2 = 800 ms/2700 ms, flip angle 
FA1/2 = 4°/5°, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm, and matrix size = 222 × 240 × 144. 
4.3.4 Image Processing 
Skull-stripping was first performed on all MRF, T1-weighted and B1+ images, using FSL BET 
[129], to obtain higher brain tissue co-registration accuracy between these images.  
To mitigate the effects of head motion during the long MRF scans, we linearly co-registered 
(using FSL FLIRT [130, 131] with 6 degrees of freedom (DOF)) all the 1000 MRF 3D 
volumes in each MRF scan session, separately. Subsequently, we linearly registered (using 
FSL FLIRT with 6 DOF) the MRF images of the second scan session to the MRF images of 
the first scan session. Finally, we calculated the average images between the MRF images 
of the two sessions. 
The ROI binary masks were transformed from the MNI-152 standard space to the MRF 
native space using a two-level process. First, ROI binary masks were non-linearly registered 
(FSL FNIRT [132]) to the MP2RAGE T1-weighted image for each individual. Subsequently, 
ROI masks were linearly transformed from the MP2RAGE native space to the MRF native 
space. 
We then used MP2RAGE T1-weighted images to create the individual’s gray matter masks, 
using fsl_anat tool [155]. The fsl_anat pipeline includes enhanced bias-field correction, 
which improves tissue type segmentation accuracy. The gray matter mask of each individual 
was then used to extract the individual-specific portion of the transformed binary ROI masks. 
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4.3.5 Classification Model 
We investigated the utility of classical supervised machine learning classification algorithms 
to perform voxel-wise cortical parcellation on the 7 cortical areas of interest. Overall, the 
choice of classical machine learning classification algorithms (and not deep learning) was 
based on the consideration of the sample size. The general rule of thumb is that deep 
learning algorithms require a very large sample size, as they would need to extract features 
from the input data. In contrast, in classical machine learning classification we need to 
extract some features from the input data (i.e. to characterise the input data), and then 
provide the classification algorithms with a training set containing the characterised input 
data. 
Multi-class supervised classification 
Supervised classification involves learning a model based on a set of labelled training data 
samples (i.e. with known classes), such that the model can predict the class label of any 
unseen data samples (i.e. test set) which are described with similar features.  
In this study we approached parcellation of 7 cortical areas as a multi-class supervised 
classification [166] problem. In individual MRF images, voxels belonging to the same cortical 
area according to the Juelich atlas masks was denoted by a unique integer value.  
One-vs-one (OVO) multi-class classification 
We employed OVO multi-class classification approach, in which one classifier is trained for 
each pair of classes [167]. The class that receives the majority of votes at the time of 
prediction will be then considered as the final class of the input data sample. In contrast to 
OVO, the one-vs-the-rest (OVR) approach trains one classifier per class [167]. As a result, 
the computational efficiency of the OVO approach is lower than that of the OVR approach. 
However, the OVR approach would lead to the class imbalance problem (as discussed in 
section Imbalanced class oversampling), in most of the cases. To avoid the class imbalance 
problem in this study, use of the OVO approach was preferred. 
Feature representation 
To develop classical machine learning classification models, data samples need to be 
described to the algorithm using proper set of features. Identifying a suitable feature 
representation is the key for developing effective classical supervised classification models. 
A good descriptive feature, or combination of features, should distinguish the major 
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distinctions between different classes, while representing the instances of the same class 
with the highest similarity [168]. The previous study on the use of MRF residuals for 
characterising tissue microstructure in the human brain cortex suggested normalised 
autocorrelations of the residuals as an appropriate statistical characterisation measure for 
identifying microstructural variations in three cortical areas: areas 2, 4a and 6 (Chapter 2 
and Chapter 3). Accordingly, in this work we took the normalised autocorrelation values 
(ranging from -1 to +1) of the MRF residual signals to form a feature vector per voxel of 
interest.  
We opted for two different approaches to form the feature vectors of each voxel. 
Single voxel approach 
In the single voxel approach, we took the normalised autocorrelation of the MRF residuals 
from the voxel of interest, creating a 999-point (i.e. autocorrelations for all lags other than 0) 
feature vector per voxel. 
Volume-based approach 
Partial volume effect has been shown to affect MRF signals [10]. As a consequence of this, 
using MRF residual signals of the single voxels for parcellation of some cortical areas might 
be ineffective. We proposed a volume-based approach to a) account for the possible partial 
volume effect on the MRF residual analysis in this work, and b) to provide the classification 
algorithms with more descriptive representation of each voxel. We created the feature vector 
for each voxel by calculating the autocorrelations of the average MRF residuals of a 3×3×3 
voxel neighbourhood, centred at the target voxel. This feature representation method 
characterises each voxel by its neighbourhood features in addition to its own features. It 
should be noted that for each 3×3×3 patch, only the voxels that belong to the individual’s 
gray matter tissue were included in the residual averaging. 
Classical supervised classification algorithms 
We employed the following well-established classical supervised classification methods: 
Linear Support Vector Machine (L-SVM), Radial Basis Function kernel SVM (RBF-SVM) 
and Random Forest (RF), K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN). We used scikit-learn (v0.21.3) 
[169], which provides an open-source machine learning library for Python (v3.5), to 
implement these classifiers. We performed model selection, as detailed later, to tune the set 
of model parameters that control each of these classification algorithms. 
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Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
Generally, in a high-dimensional feature space, SVM aims to find a separating hyperplane 
(i.e. decision boundary) to split the data samples into distinct classes, such that the distance 
from the hyperplane to the data samples is maximal [170]. We selected SVM-based 
classifiers for this study because they have been shown to be effective when dealing with 
high-dimensional feature spaces. 
The tuning of key parameters of the SVM model is explained below. 
Regularisation parameter (C) 
The regularisation parameter defines the amount of penalty that should be applied to a 
misclassificatied data sample, when the SVM algorithm is searching for the optimal decision 
boundary. More regularisation (i.e. smaller values of C) will create smoother decision 
boundaries, leading to more tolerance to the noise or outliers in the data samples.  
Kernel function 
The similarity of data samples in the feature space is measured based on a distance function 
called the SVM kernel. In this work, we opted to use linear (Linear-SVM) and a non-linear 
(RBF-SVM) kernel to perform SVM classification of the data.  Linear-SVM looks for a linear 
decision boundary between the data samples in the feature space, while kernel-based SVM 
models transform the data samples into a new feature space, in which a linear decision 
boundary may be found. The linear decision boundary in the new feature space corresponds 
to a non-linear decision boundary in the original feature space. The kernel function of the 
RBF-SVM algorithm is defined as follows: 
 𝐾(𝑥8, 𝑥R) = 	 𝑒de.‖ghd	gi‖i (2)  
, where x1, x2 and ‖𝑥8−	𝑥R‖R represent the feature vectors of two data samples and the 
distance between the two samples in the original feature space, respectively.  
The choice of the RBF kernel function was due to i) the better prediction performance, and 
ii) more time-efficient training, as widely reported in the literature for high-dimensional data 
classification, when compared to other types of SVM kernels (e.g. polynomial) [171]. 
Gamma parameter (g) 
The gamma parameter is specific to the kernel-based SVM models and specifies the 
similarity radius of the kernel function. As seen in equation (2), the similarity between two 
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data samples in the transformed feature space (K) is a function of their distance in the 
original feature space. The smaller the g parameter, the slower the value of the exponential 
distance function decays. In other words, a smaller value of the gamma leads to a larger 
similarity radius around the sample data points. Consequently, smaller values of g consider 
the samples at greater distances as similar as each other, thus creating smoother decision 
boundaries.  
Random Forest (RF) 
A Random Forest algorithm creates an ensemble of decision tree predictors, each of which 
is built on a random number of training data samples and uses a random subset of features 
at each splitting node [172]. The majority voting method is used to predict the class of the 
unseen data samples, preventing the overfitting that commonly occurs with single decision 
tree models [173]. Additionally, RF models are robust against noise and can handle multi-
class classification problems efficiently [173] and are thus theoretically an appropriate choice 
for the current study. 
The key RF algorithm parameters that we tuned through a model selection process are as 
follows. Note that we used bootstrapping, so that each tree in the model will only be trained 
on a random number of data samples. 
n-estimators 
This parameter identifies the total number of decision trees in the RF model. A very large 
value of this parameter may lead to overfitting, while a small value may cause underfitting. 
max-depth 
This parameter controls the maximum depth, up to which, each individual decision tree is 
allowed to continue growing (i.e. splitting further). If not specified, or if set too high, it may 
lead to full-grown trees where all the leaf nodes are pure. In such a case, all the data 
samples in the leaf nodes would belong to a single class, causing overfitting to the training 
data. 
max-features 
This parameter specifies the maximum number of features that could randomly be selected 
at each node of the tree to find the best split (i.e. the split that will create more pure child 
nodes). 
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criterion 
This is an impurity measure that is used to decide the features that create the best split. We 
evaluated the use of entropy and Gini index, which are calculated as follows: 
 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 = 	−	N𝑝mlogR 𝑝mm  (3) 
 
 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖 = 	1 −	N𝑝mRm  (4) 
 
, where 𝑝m is the probability of class j in the child node. 
K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) 
The KNN algorithm classifies each data sample according to the class of its K nearest 
samples in the feature space [174]. This is a simple and effective classification algorithm, 
which usually performs well in a wide range of applications dealing with low-dimensional 
data sets [174]. However, it has also shown a competitive prediction performance for high-
dimensional data, when combined with Neighbourhood Component Analysis (NCA) as a 
distance metric learning algorithm [175]. Additionally, KNN has demonstrated good 
prediction performance in data sets with the presence of irregular decision boundaries [174]. 
Our model selection process for this algorithm involved tuning the following parameters: 
n-neighbours (K) 
This denotes the number of nearest neighbours to consider. K influences the smoothness 
of the decision boundaries (i.e. model complexity). Small K values usually create less 
smooth decision boundaries, leading to higher chance of model overfitting. 
weights 
This defines a weighting function to weight the distance between a data sample and its K 
nearest neighbours. We evaluated uniform weighting in which all K neighbours are equally 
weighted distance weighting, in which the weights of neighbours is inversely proportional to 
their distance from the data sample. 
Data preparation 
Our data preparation pipeline is illustrated in Figure 4-3. 
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Feature preprocessing 
Feature scaling 
To give the values at all autocorrelation lags equal importance in terms of descriptive 
information provided to the classification models, we performed min-max feature 
normalisation on autocorrelation profiles using: 
 𝑋?s = (𝑋? −	𝑋G?S)(𝑋GBg −	𝑋G?S)	 (5) 
where 𝑋?s and Xi are the new and original values of the feature X of the data sample i, 
respectively and Xmax and Xmin denote the maximum and minimum values of feature X across 
all data samples. Equation (5) scales the values of each feature (i.e. the autocorrelation 
values at each lag number) to values ranging from 0 to 1 in all data samples. The scaling 
prevents the distance measures from being biased towards feature values of higher 
magnitude but maintains the relationship between the original data [173]. 
To avoid information leakage to the model being trained [176], we only considered the 
training samples for calculating the Xmax and Xmin values, and then applied these values for 
scaling the validation and test data samples. It is critical to note that if the scaling is 
performed on the whole data samples, practically some information about the validation 
samples, which the model is not supposed to see, would leak to the model training process. 
The resultant model will then perform well on the validation data samples, demonstrating 
large evaluation scores which would be misleading for model selection. 
Feature 
selection: 
MRF residual 
signal under-
sampling 
Feature 
scaling: 
Min-max 
normalisation 
 
Feature 
extraction: 
Neighbourhood 
Component 
Analysis (NCA) 
Imbalanced 
class 
oversampling: 
Random over-
sampling (ROS) 
Figure 4-3 The data preparation pipeline performed in this study. Note that the feature 
extraction step was not applied to all classification algorithms. 
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Dimensionality reduction 
Using the autocorrelations of the MRF residual signals as the feature vectors results in a 
feature space of 999 dimensions. High-dimensional feature space may not always benefit 
classification algorithms [177] because training and prediction time increase and sometimes 
prediction accuracy drops [177]. Feature reduction is usually performed to find the most 
effective subset of features for the classification problem at hand. Performing feature 
reduction would be especially important in case of dealing with a small sample size while 
having high-dimensional feature vectors in the training set (i.e. when the number of features 
is large relative to the number of samples available in the training set). In such a case, it is 
particularly important to avoid providing classification algorithms with the features that do 
not contribute much to the data sample discrimination in the training set. This may be 
achieved by feature reduction. 
To avoid the potential drawbacks of high-dimensional feature space, we performed 
dimensionality reduction using:  
Feature selection 
Feature selection is the process of eliminating the features that contribute little towards the 
separability of different classes [168]. We employed the MRF residual signal subsampling 
scheme proposed in Chapter 3, as a feature selection method. The advantage of using this 
approach might be two-fold here: reducing the overall MRI data acquisition time, and 
improving the efficiency of model training and prediction. 
Feature extraction 
In contrast to feature selection, feature extraction methods use all the information provided 
in the original feature space to transform the data into a new lower-dimensional feature 
space. In most feature extraction methods, each feature in the new space would be the 
combination of the most discriminative features from the original [168]. 
For the KNN algorithm examined in this work, it was essential to perform feature extraction 
in addition to the feature selection mentioned above. One of the main challenges in 
developing effective KNN models is defining the best distance metric, especially for a high-
dimensional feature space. As suggested by Goldberger, et al. [178], we exploited 
neighbourhood component analysis (NCA), aiming for increasing the efficiency and 
predictive performance of our KNN classifier. Basically, NCA is a supervised Mahalanobis 
distance metric learning algorithm that aims to maximise the prediction performance of KNN 
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through transforming the data samples into a new feature space, where there would be a 
higher certainty that the instances of the same class demonstrate higher similarity [178]. The 
main advantage of NCA, which motivated us to select this method over other feature 
extraction methods, is that it preserves all the information during the dimensionality 
reduction process [179]. We then used Euclidean distance to measure the similarity of data 
samples in the transformed space. 
Additionally, NCA has also been shown to improve the efficiency and performance of other 
classification algorithms like Random Forests and SVM [179]. Accordingly, we also used 
NCA as a feature extraction method to train our Random Forests classifier. However, as 
SVM models have demonstrated the power of dealing with high-dimensional data effectively, 
we did not apply NCA to SVM classifiers in our study. 
Imbalanced class oversampling 
The selected cortical areas in this study are different in size, which means the binary masks 
of different areas contain different number of voxels. Consequently, the total number of 
instances (data samples) of each class is different in the training dataset. This leads to the 
class imbalance problem, which could affect the classifiers’ performance if not treated 
appropriately. One method of dealing with the imbalanced datasets is to perform class 
oversampling, increasing the number of the minority class instances [180]. We performed 
random over-sampling (ROS) on all classes except for the majority class (i.e. area BA17). 
ROS randomly replicates data samples of the minority class. While being computationally 
cheaper than more complex oversampling methods, ROS has shown competitively high 
effectiveness in many applications [180].  
Model selection and evaluation 
For each classification algorithm, we performed grid search to evaluate the predictive ability 
of the models built using different combinations of the specified model parameter values 
[181]. The set of parameter values that resulted in the model with the best prediction 
performance (i.e. with the highest evaluation score) on the unseen testing data samples was 
selected as the best parameter set, and the resultant model as the best classifier. Grid 
search model selection has demonstrated efficient applications in medium-sized parameter 
spaces [181], as is the case in this study. 
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Evaluation metric 
We used the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve (ROC-AUC) 
[182] to evaluate the classifiers’ prediction performance. The advantage of using AUC-ROC 
is two-fold: identifying the best probability threshold for each classifier, and selecting the 
best model when comparing different classifiers. 
Classification algorithms often return the probability of each data sample being from the 
positive class in a 2-class classification problem. A probability threshold will then define the 
class of the data sample. The proper discrimination threshold for a classifier could vary in 
applications. The ROC curve could help us identifying the best threshold by plotting the True 
Positive Rate (TPR), against the False Positive Rate (FPR) of predictions at different 
prediction probability thresholds. As a result, ROC curve provides a means of cost-benefit 
analysis, representing how much sensitivity (i.e. TPR) could be gained at each threshold at 
the cost of some level of decline in specificity (i.e. 1 - FPR) [182].  
Additionally, for model selection on our imbalanced dataset, as suggested by Tang, et al. 
[183] we needed a single metric, using which we could consider a combination of sensitivity 
and specificity measures when comparing the effectiveness of different models. AUC of 
ROC is a reliable performance measure for imbalanced datasets [184], and indicates the 
probability of all the data samples being classified correctly. AUC of 1 represents a model 
that could always distinguish all the data samples correctly, while AUC of 0.5 could be 
observed when a classifier randomly guesses the class of the samples (i.e. there would be 
an equal chance of classifying a sample into either of the classes).  
It should be noted that we used macro-average of the evaluation metrics in this study, to 
give equal importance to accurate classification of all classes. Macro-averaging takes the 
average of the evaluation score across all classes, as opposed to micro-averaging that 
averages the evaluation measure over all voxels. 
K-fold cross validation 
We performed 5-fold cross validation [185] on each set of model parameter values in the 
grid search procedure to avoid overfitting the classifiers to the limited data samples. This 
method randomly subsampled the whole dataset into five mutually exclusive folds and 
repeated the grid search five times for each set of model parameters. At each repetition, 
four partitions of the data samples were used as the actual training set and one partition was 
held out as the validation set. The validation set was then used for evaluating the model 
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performance on unseen data, to ensure that the model was reliably generalised. The 
average of the evaluation metric over the five repetitions of the grid search was then taken 
as the overall performance score of the classifier for the model parameters of interest. It is 
to be noted that to follow the paired experimental design approach for comparing the 
performance of different models, we ensured use of the same randomly subsampled data 
partitions for all classifiers. 
Additionally, as we had a multi-class problem, we used a stratified method for dividing the 
data samples into 5 folds, keeping the portion of data samples of each class in each fold the 
same as in the initial dataset.  
Out-of-sample validation 
We used a leave-one-subject-out model validation approach. We held out the data from one 
participant as the test set for the final model evaluation, and only used the data samples 
from the other five participants for the 5-fold cross validation explained above (i.e. training 
and validation sets). A separate test set is essential to improve model generalisation power. 
It minimises the risk of information leakage [176] to the model training process. 
4.4 RESULTS 
4.4.1 Feature and Model Selection 
Single-voxel feature representation 
The results of feature selection and model selection for the single voxel approach are 
represented in Figure 4-4. The steps of the horizontal axis represent the feature subset that 
was included in the model selection process. RBF-SVM (C=1000 and g=0.001) was found 
to perform best, with macro-average a ROC-AUC of 0.79 for class predictions for the test 
set. 
RBF-SVM also outperformed the other three algorithms when different subsets of feature 
vectors were selected. When including every third feature value in the feature vector (i.e. 
sampling the MRF residual at every 3rd timepoint) the macro-average ROC-AUC for RBF-
SVM was 0.77 (with C=100 and g=0.01). However, in return for a 2% drop in ROC-AUC, we 
could gain a 63% reduction both in the model fitting time and prediction time. Additionally, 
this would allow us to reduce the total MRF data acquisition from about 42 minutes to about 
13 minutes. 
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Figure 4-4 The best macro-average ROC-AUC scores of four supervised classification algorithms are 
compared when trained with different subset of autocorrelation values as the feature vectors. The 
classification methods used here are Linear-SVM (Linear Support Vector Machine), RBF-SVM (Radial 
Basis Function kernel SVM), RF (Random Forests) and KNN (K-Nearest Neighbours). The solid circle 
on each plot represents the subset of autocorrelations at which that model showed its best 
performance, compared to the initial case of including the whole 999 autocorrelation values. 
 
Volume-based feature representation 
The results of model selection process using the volume-based feature representation 
approach are detailed in Table 4.1. The RBF-SVM model (with C=10000 and g=0.001) 
outperformed all other models investigated in this study, with macro-average ROC-
AUC=0.83 (sensitivity=0.71, specificity=0.95).  
Table 4.1 The ROC-AUC scores of four supervised classification methods are compared, when the volume-based 
approach was used for feature representation of each voxel.  
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Classification 
algorithm 
Best macro-average 
ROC-AUC 
Best performer parameters 
RBF-SVM 0.83 C = 10000, g = 0.001 
L-SVM 0.80 C = 100 
KNN 0.75 
n-neighbours = 25, weights: distance, 
distance metric: Euclidean distance on 6 
NCA components 
Random Forest 0.74 
n-estimators = 350, criterion = entropy, 
max-depth = 20, max-features = 6 NCA 
components 
 
4.4.2 Volume-based Feature Representation Outperforms  
In Figure 4-5, the normalised confusion matrices of the best performer of both feature 
representation approaches are represented. We found the ROC-AUC of predictions on the 
held-out test set to improve by using the volume-based feature representation (ROC-AUC 
increases to 0.83 from 0.79).  
The prediction sensitivity scores for the seven cortical areas of interest are represented 
along the diagonal of the matrices. Comparing these scores between the two matrices 
shows an overall increase in the sensitivity values by using the volume-based feature 
representation, for all the seven areas. For three areas (areas BA1, BA45 and BA17) the 
sensitivity of predictions rose by about 10%. For three other areas (areas BA2, BA4a and 
BA18) we observed an increase of about 8%, and for area BA6 the sensitivity improved by 
about 3%. 
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Figure 4-5 Normalised confusion matrices for the best performer (i.e. RBF-SVM classifier) trained with 
a) the single-voxel feature representation, and b) the volume-based feature representation. The model 
parameters, the validation and the test ROC-AUC scores of the best classifier are stated at the top. Cell 
values along the diagonal represent the sensitivity of the model predictions on the held-out test set. 
The values were rounded up to two decimal places. 
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4.4.3 Evaluation of the Best Volume-based Classifier 
Figure 4-6, Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 depict a representative distribution of the true class 
(top panels) versus the predicted labels (bottom panels) for the unseen data samples of the 
held-out participant, using the selected RFB-SVM classifier trained with the volume-based 
feature vectors (the confusion matrix of these predictions is presented in Figure 4-5b). The 
class labels are overlaid on the MP2RAGE T1-weighted anatomical image of the participant. 
 
Figure 4-6 True class labels (top) versus the predicted class labels (bottom) for primary somatosensory 
cortex areas BA1 and BA2 of the held-out participant, using the RBF-SVM classifier trained with the 
volume-based feature representation. 
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Figure 4-7 True class labels (top) versus the predicted class labels (bottom) for premotor cortex area 
BA6 and primary motor cortex area BA4a of the held-out participant, using the RBF-SVM classifier 
trained with the patch-based feature representation. 
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Figure 4-8 True class labels (top) versus the predicted class labels (bottom) for visual cortex areas 
BA17 and BA18 of the held-out participant, using the RBF-SVM classifier trained with the volume-
based feature representation. 
4.5 DISCUSSION 
Achieving the average prediction score of ROC-AUC=0.83 (by a RBF-SVM classifier using 
the volume-based feature representation) in voxel-wise parcellation of seven cortical areas 
demonstrated the feasibility of developing an automated in vivo method of voxel-wise 
cortical parcellation, using a combination of MRF residual signals and supervised machine 
learning. 
The present voxel-wise cortical parcellation method aimed at improving the parcellation 
performance based on the microstructural tissue properties. In contrast, the previous ML-
based cortical parcellation methods mostly utilise multiple neurobiological properties (i.e. 
functional, connectional and topographical features) [107, 165]. Those studies claim the 
applicability of their voxel-wise ML-based parcellation methodology to other lesion 
segmentation applications (e.g. multiple sclerosis). Nevertheless, they note that the 
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extended applicability would require preparation of proper training dataset [165]. Therefore, 
identifying and extracting suitable feature representations might be the key challenge 
towards employing the multi-neurobiological methods in other microstructure-based 
segmentation applications. Accordingly, an important advantage of the parcellation 
framework presented here could be seen in its efficient method of data acquisition and 
subsequent feature extraction. As discussed in Chapter 2, the microstructural 
characterisation of each voxel in the present study would not require acquisition of separate 
complementary MR modalities (e.g. phase data of MR signals), as opposed to the 
conventional multi-modal MRI microarchitectural mapping methods. Moreover, here, the 
feature extraction process involves computationally cheap calculation of the MRF residuals 
and autocorrelation of the residuals, and there would be no need for complex data 
integration from multiple modalities. Consequently, the efficient microstructural feature 
extraction method of the present study facilitates the application of our ML-based voxel-wise 
parcellation method in tissue segmentation applications such as classification of brain 
tumour types.  
We found the feature representation approach based on a volume of neighbouring voxels 
led to higher prediction accuracy in comparison to the single voxel approach (Figure 4-5). 
The volume-based feature representation in this study could be seen as a combined local-
global brain partitioning method. In a sole local parcellation method, each position along the 
cortex is only compared with its neighbouring positions based on a defined set of features 
(as was performed in Schleicher’s [9] observer-independent method to delineate borders of 
cortical areas). However, in the present machine learning (ML)-based parcellation method, 
the local features at each position (i.e. from a volume of neighbouring voxels) will be then 
compared against the features obtained from all other positions within all ROIs. In other 
words, similar to local partitioning methods, including features from the volume of voxels 
surrounding the voxel of interest provided the similarity functions of classification algorithms 
with descriptive information about the voxel neighbourhood. Also, at the global level, the 
similarity of each volume was measured against all other volumes regardless of their spatial 
location in the cortex. Hybrid local-global brain partitioning methods have demonstrated 
improved parcellation performance, compared with local (e.g. classical histological 
mapping) or global (e.g. connectivity-based parcellation) partitioning approaches [8, 186]. 
This may suggest that the higher prediction accuracy of volume-based feature 
representation stems from its hybrid parcellation approach, and is in line with similar 
improvements observed in other hybrid methods of cortical mapping [186]. 
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The false negative rates (FNR) along each row (excluding the elements on the diagonal) of 
the confusion matrix of the best classifier (Figure 4-5b) may imply microstructural similarities 
between the cortical areas of interest. For example, when comparing the similarity of BA2, 
BA4a and BA6, out of all the data samples of BA2, 10% were predicted as BA6, and none 
(0%) as BA4a. Also, among the samples of BA4a, 21% misclassified as BA6, and 0% as 
BA2. Finally, of all the samples of BA6, 10% were incorrectly classified as BA4a, and 2% as 
BA2. Comparing the FNR values between these three cortical areas may suggest that BA4a 
and 6 had the highest similarity, causing the classification model to make the least accurate 
predictions when distinguishing the voxels of these two areas. Additionally, the classifier did 
not misclassify any of the voxels of BA2 as BA4a, or of BA4a as BA2, suggesting the highest 
dissimilarity between these two areas, comparing with their similarity to BA6. These findings 
were in line with the similarity measurements between these three areas as reported in 
Chapter 3, although here we examined the voxel-wise similarities. Also, as discussed in 
Chapter 3, the areal similarity between these three areas in the current study were in 
agreement with the microstructural similarity and dissimilarity of these cortical areas 
established using histological studies. Therefore, it may be inferred that our feature vectors 
(i.e. autocorrelation of MRF residuals) could be a representation of the microarchitectonic 
characteristics of the areas of interest at the voxel level.  
Nonetheless, it should be noted that histological studies of cortical microstructure have 
mostly employed local partitioning methods [8], making further microstructural inferences 
about the other areas of interest in this study challenging. Further validation of the 
microstructural similarity findings of the present study would require experiments that 
compare a combination of microarchitectonic characteristics of areas globally, instead of 
focusing on the local microarchitectural transitions at the boundaries between adjacent 
areas.  
Our voxel-wise parcellation method may potentially be integrated with the image 
reconstruction procedure on the MR scanner, towards real-time application of the cortical 
parcellation. To achieve this, an essential step would be to improve the time efficiency of 
the parcellation approach. The dimensionality reduction results illustrated in Figure 4 
demonstrated the feasibility of increasing time efficiency of our parcellation approach. 
Including every 3rd feature value (out of all 999 autocorrelation values) resulted in 63% 
decrease in the model fitting and prediction time for the RBF-SVM classifier. Additionally, it 
would give us the possibility of lowering the total MRF acquisition time to 13 minutes (from 
42 minutes with 1000-timepoint acquisition). The value of this increased time efficiency could 
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be well realised in real-time applications of cortical parcellation, especially when we aim at 
whole-cortex parcellation which leads to having more voxels at the time of class prediction. 
However, the mentioned time optimisation came at the price of 2% drop in the prediction 
score (ROC-AUC) of the classifier. In the context of voxel-wise cortical parcellation, even a 
small accuracy sacrifice could lead to critical clinical consequences. Thus, in future 
applications of the present method, a trade-off between the desired time efficiency and 
prediction accuracy should be sought. Furthermore, for real-time applications of the method, 
further investigation would be required in terms of compensating for the prediction accuracy 
loss, when the proposed dimensionality reduction will be used.  
4.5.1 Limitations and Future directions  
In supervised machine learning classification, errors in the class labels of the training dataset 
could affect the resultant model. In this study we set the probability threshold at 80% to 
extract the areas of interest from the probabilistic Juelich histological atlas masks of cortical 
areas. Although this was a relatively high probability threshold, it did not provide us with 
100% accurate class labels in the training set. In consequence, the classification model 
presented in this study might have been influenced by inaccurately labelled data samples in 
the training set. To mitigate this problem in future work, through acquiring data from a greater 
number of individuals, we would be able to set the probability threshold even higher to 
increase the probability of preparing more accurately labelled training data samples. 
Furthermore, one may investigate a method to complement the atlas-based class labelling 
of the training set with state-of-the-art quantitative in vivo multi-model MRI cortical mapping 
methods. This approach would decrease the efficiency of the present method at the model 
development phase, due to the additional data acquisition and data preprocessing steps for 
labelling the training set. However, after the model is trained, we would still be able to benefit 
from the efficiency of the method at the prediction time.  
There are many avenues for improving the accuracy of the present parcellation method in 
future work. In this study, we only used autocorrelation to statistically characterise the MRF 
residuals for creating the feature vectors. Adding other statistical measures of time series 
has shown prediction accuracy enhancement in some machine learning studies [187]. 
Moreover, deep learning (DL) methods have proved effectiveness in learning features from 
the time series data [188]. In addition to enhanced efficiency, employing a DL-based 
classification in our method potentially leads to improved accuracy, as more discriminative 
features may be extracted from the MRF residual signals. 
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS 
The results achieved in this study show the feasibility of developing a machine learning 
classification approach based on MRF residual signals, towards automatic in-vivo 
parcellation of the human brain cortex. Also, we showed that a patch feature extraction style 
improved the accuracy of predictions. In future work, we expect to improve the accuracy of 
predictions by a) using more statistical measures to characterise the MRF residual signals 
and b) collecting a larger training set. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Directions 
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The primary focus of this thesis was on the study of how, over and above quantitative MR 
relaxometry, multi-modal quantitative MRI can inform us about the microstructure of the 
human cerebral cortex. Quantitative multi-contrast MRI methods are invaluable probes for 
the microstructural characterisation of the human brain [47, 64]. Further, these methods 
facilitate integration of the resultant microstructural maps with functional MRI data in the 
same individual, laying the foundation for dissecting structure-function correlations within 
the human brain [47]. However, the sensitivity of each of the multi-modal MRI microstructural 
mapping methods developed to date is still limited to only a few microscopic substrates [47], 
thus neglecting the contribution of other microscopic components on MR parameter values. 
Incorporating a larger number of MR contrasts to increase sensitivity to a wider range of 
microstructural characteristics would give rise to additional problems such as lengthy data 
acquisition, inefficient data integration, and complex data interpretation. These issues face 
the current multi-modal MRI mapping methods [64] and have hampered the achievement of 
a comprehensive whole-cortex in vivo microstructural mapping method.  
In this study, Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) was used to characterise 
microstructural variations in the human cerebral cortex. The MRF framework is a reasonable 
choice as a quantitative multi-modal MRI method for the goal of this thesis, as it i) is initially 
not designed to show higher sensitivity to particular parameters, ii) has mitigated the data 
acquisition, integration and interpretation challenges facing other multi-modal MRI methods 
[64]. Despite these advantages, MRF has not been employed as a tool for microstructural 
characterisation of the cerebral cortex to date. 
5.1 SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS 
In Chapter 2, I proposed a novel quantitative framework that employs MRF and statistically 
characterises the MRF residual signals, after accounting for the effect of relaxometry-based 
tissue properties (T1 and T*) on the MR signals. It was shown that MRF residual signals 
were specific for each microstructurally distinct cortical region investigated. This finding 
suggested that i) the information provided by the MR relaxometry parameters were not 
sufficient to fully characterise the microarchitectonic distinctions between the cortical areas, 
ii) MRF residual signals may contain additional information about the tissue microstructure.  
In Chapter 3, first, I demonstrated the applicability of the MRF residual analysis framework 
to the MRF data acquired from a 3D volumetric MR imaging acquisition, for a number of 
cortical areas. This established the feasibility of extending the spatial coverage of the MRF 
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residual analysis method, towards the ultimate goal of whole-cortex microstructural 
mapping. Second, I demonstrated the feasibility of optimising data acquisition time by 
subsampling the residual signal. Both these findings suggest that the proposed MRF 
residual analysis framework may potentially be adaptable and adjustable to new MRF 
sequences and acquisition schemes. 
In Chapter 4, I established the utility of the information provided by the MRF residual analysis 
framework in developing an automated voxel-wise cortical parcellation method. I developed 
a machine learning classifier with the prediction accuracy of above 80%, in seven 
microstructurally distinct cortical areas. These findings further confirm the potential of the 
MRF residual analysis framework for microstructural characterisation of the human cerebral 
cortex at the voxel level. 
5.2 DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
The proposed MRF residual analysis framework potentially provides a foundation for 
investigating the combined effect of all microscopic components on the MR signal. This 
could be a major improvement on the existing multi-modal MRI microarchitectonic mapping 
methods, from two standpoints. First, the models used previously by multi-modal methods 
to infer microstructural information involve assumptions about the presence or absence of 
the microscopic components in the tissue [47, 116]. This neglects the potential effect of other 
components that might be present in the tissue being characterised. In contrast, the 
proposed method makes no assumptions about the type of microscopic tissue components 
contributing to the MRF residual signal structure, opening the way to detecting the potential 
effect of all unknown components. This provides the opportunity to characterise i) new 
cortical areas or subareas, in the context of cortical parcellation, ii) unknown microstructural 
alterations of the tissue, in the context of neurological disease diagnosis, for example. 
Consequently, the additional information present in the MRF residuals, and their statistical 
characterisation by the MRF residual analysis framework, may potentially lead to the 
development of new biomarkers for both normal (e.g. microstructural changes through brain 
development, or ageing) and diseased (e.g. myelin integrity alterations in multiple sclerosis) 
cortical tissue. Second, the combined effect of multiple microscopic components on the MR 
contrast might be beyond and more complex than just the sum effect of each single 
component [64]. The proposed MRF residual analysis method provides a suitable framework 
for further investigation and characterisation of such complex effects.  
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One of the main challenges in the previous multi-modal MRI microstructural mapping 
methods is with regard to integration of multiple MR parameters. The ultimate goal of 
combining these parameters is to obtain new markers such that more accurate tissue 
microstructure characterisation can be achieved, as compared to the case when individual 
MR parameters are used. This could be even more challenging when a larger number of 
modalities needs to be combined. Integrating machine learning classification with the MRF 
residual analysis framework in this thesis provides an efficient method to solve the more 
complex problems in such cases, even when more complex patterns and associations are 
to be distinguished in the multi-modal data. It should be noted, however, classical machine 
learning classification algorithms may not be adequate for the more complex case of whole-
cortex parcellation. In that case, more discriminative features maybe required to be able to 
detect subtle dissimilarities between some areas at the global level, as opposed to the more 
commonly used method of local partitioning methods (i.e. on the basis of variations between 
neighbouring areas of the cortex) for cortical parcellation [8]. Therefore, future work may 
employ deep learning methods. Deep learning algorithms, as opposed to classical feature-
based machine learning classification algorithms, work with the raw data and have been 
shown to effectively extract more appropriate (i.e. more discriminative) features for the 
context of the problem in hand. This potentially leads to the ability to identify more complex 
patterns in the data and to improve prediction accuracy.  
Moreover, the generalisability of the classification model developed in the final experimental 
chapter of this thesis (i.e. Chapter 4) is demonstrated through evaluation of the trained 
model on the data from the hold out subject (results illustrated in figures 4.5 – 4.8). These 
results to some extent represented the generalisability power of the classification model 
developed in this chapter. However, as the studies presented in this thesis were proof of 
concept studies, further investigation regarding the generalisability of the proposed method 
on more heterogenous populations should be pursued in future work. In particular, the 
generalisability of the method to more heterogenous populations might be challenging in 
terms of extracting the ROIs. In the present study, the ROIs were extracted based on the 
assumption that the individual MR images can be accurately registered to the standard brain 
template in the MNI space. However, obtaining accurate image registration in a brain with 
pathology might be challenging. The effect of microstructural changes resulting from the 
pathologies should also be investigated. 
The adaptability of the MRF residual analysis framework to the 3D volumetric acquisition 
scheme and the robustness to the subsampling optimisation scheme suggests that the 
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proposed framework is not limited to a specific MRF sequence or acquisition parameter 
scheme. These features could be extended in several future developments based on the 
present study. Future work may involve integrating the MRF residual analysis framework 
with previous MRF-based clinical applications (e.g. epilepsy [90, 91] and multiple sclerosis 
[68] diagnosis, characterising age-related microstructural changes [86]), towards the 
ultimate goal of developing new MRF residual-based biomarkers of disease. Moreover, the 
feasibility of adding machine learning-based solutions to clinical applications of the proposed 
framework may improve efficiency when  i) developing a classifier which involves identifying 
complex patterns across large number of different modalities, and ii) making predictions on 
unseen data.   
Further, cortical parcellation through the identification of variations in the laminar patterns of 
neighbouring areas across the cerebral cortex has been a common approach since the time 
of the initial classical histological mapping methods [20, 23]. With the development of the 
observer-independent method for distinguishing the laminar distinctions, reliable and 
reproducible cortical border delineation was achieved ex vivo. Several high resolution MRI-
based methods aiming to identify cortical laminar variations in vivo, have been since 
developed [27, 34, 50]. However, a prerequisite for achieving the goal of accurate 
delineation of intracortical borders in vivo is a robust method of quantification and analysis 
of the lamination patterns on MRI scans. The MRF residual analysis framework proposed in 
this thesis would make this possible, as it provides a method for statistically characterising 
voxel-level microstructural variations, reflected in the MRF residual signals. Accordingly, 
future work may involve further investigations on the utility of MRF residual analysis method 
in achieving the ultimate goal of accurate intracortical border localisation in vivo. It should 
be noted that to achieve this goal, further improvements of the MRF signal acquisition might 
be required to increase the MRF image resolution. The partial volume effect resulting from 
a larger voxel size may cause the MRF signals investigated in this study to be contaminated 
by the effect of adjacent WM or CSF tissue. Although I tried to mitigate this effect by 
excluding voxels with GM probability less than 90%, future work should include the 
application of methods to account for partial volume effects. The contribution of distant 
cortex on the MRF signal acquired from a large voxel might remain a challenge. In this 
thesis, I excluded cortical areas with a very small width (e.g. the somatosensory area 3 that 
is reportedly the thinnest cortical area), and the areas studied, particularly areas 4 and 6, 
are among the thickest cortical areas. Future work should further investigate the effect of 
voxel size on the effectiveness and performance of the present cortical mapping method. 
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Finally, it should be noted that the need for observer-independent microstructural 
parcellation was one of the main motivations for performing the studies presented in this 
thesis. However, the analysis pipeline proposed in this thesis was a novel approach to this 
research problem. As a result, I formulated the problem as a proof of concept study to 
demonstrate the feasibility of using the proposed analysis framework for cortical tissue 
characterisation. Accordingly, in the first experimental chapter (Chapter 2) I selected only 
three areas, such that I could find several histological studies in the literature with robust 
and concordant data on the degree of microstructural (dis)similarities between the three 
areas. This strategy allowed me to validate the inter-areal dissimilarity measures from my 
study with the microstructural similarity measures in the literature. In Chapter 3, again, I 
targeted the same three cortical areas, because I intended to show that the 3D EPI-MRF 
sequence, which was developed in-house, could achieve a similar pattern of inter-areal 
similarity measures as was obtained using the 2D EPI-MRF sequence in Chapter 2. In 
Chapter 4, however, I investigated the applicability of the proposed method in a larger 
number of areas (7 areas). However, to examine how the present ML-based cortical 
parcellation method performs on an even larger number of areas, or even on the whole 
cortex, future work should acquire data from a larger number of participants to provide the 
learning algorithms with a larger training set.  
5.3 CONCLUSIONS 
The work presented in this thesis provides a systematic method for characterisation of the 
MR-based microstructural information, complementary to those obtained from MR 
relaxometric properties. Furthermore, the proposed analysis framework introduces an 
approach for quantifying the similarity between the MR signals, enabling cortical parcellation 
at the voxel level in individuals. Moreover, the flexibility of the proposed method in terms of 
adopting different MR acquisition schemes and its integrability with machine learning-based 
solutions lays the foundation for several possibilities for future improvements and additional 
new applications. 
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to the interpretation. 
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sequence development and testing, implementation of the data analysis scripts, 
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A note to the reader: 
In this appendix I present the proposed method for performing an automated voxel-wise parcellation 
of the cerebral cortex (as detailed in Chapter 4). The content of this appendix, however, contains the 
above ISMRM abstract that I presented in Montreal (May 2019). The data for this conference abstract 
is from the 2D single-slice EPI-MRF acquisitions (as detailed in Chapter 2). Note that in contrast to 
the data used in this appendix, the data used in Chapter 4 is from the 3D volumetric EPI-MRF 
acquisitions (detailed in Chapter 3). 
A.1 SYNOPSIS 
The research aims to establish the feasibility of developing an automated method for in vivo 
voxel-wise parcellation of the human brain cortex. We combined our previously proposed 
residual analysis Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) approach with supervised 
classification. We show that extraction of a feature vector from a patch of voxels about a 
voxel of interest improves the overall prediction accuracy by about 6%, as measured using 
the Area Under the Curve (AUC) metric. The patch-based analysis leads to 10% increase 
in the prediction accuracy rate for the primary somatosensory cortex (BA2), suggesting that 
this approach could be especially advantageous for increasing the parcellation accuracy for 
areas with interindividual microstructural variability. 
A.2 INTRODUCTION 
The importance of developing accurate anatomical maps of the human brain has been 
highlighted in a multitude of studies. Such maps can have significant impact in, for example, 
neurosurgical decision-making processes [1, 2]. Despite this critical need, a method has not 
been developed to date which works with MRI human brain in vivo data. Here, we further 
develop our previous work [3] on using Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) [4] for 
distinguishing microstructural variations between different cortical areas, with the goal of 
voxel-level classification of the human brain cortex.  
A.3 METHODS 
We acquired data from 6 healthy participants using a 7T whole-body MRI research scanner 
(Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), as described previously [3]. We applied the 
following classification methods: K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN), Linear Support Vector 
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Machine (L-SVM), Radial Basis Function kernel SVM (RBF-SVM) and Random Forests 
(RF). We opted to classify the following cortical areas: BA2 (primary somatosensory cortex), 
BA4 (primary motor cortex) and BA6 (premotor cortex). We used the Area Under the Curve 
(AUC) metric to evaluate model performance instead of accuracy, since the latter can 
misrepresent when dealing with unbalanced training sets [5].  
We have previously shown the autocorrelation values of the residual MRF signals to be able 
to differentiate the microstructural differences between three cortical areas: BA2, BA4 and 
BA6 [3]. To calculate autocorrelations, we normalised the residual MRF signals, resulting in 
normalised autocorrelations (ranging between -1 and +1). Using this notion, we formed 
feature vectors for voxels of 1000 MRF repetitions (1000 feature vector elements for each 
voxel, each element being the autocorrelation of the residual signal at a specific lag number).  
The importance of selecting and extracting a proper feature set has been studied in a variety 
of machine learning applications [6]. To satisfy this need, we implemented two different 
approaches. Firstly, we simply extracted the features (i.e. autocorrelation of the residual 
signal) associated with a single voxel under consideration as a sample in the training set. 
Secondly, we investigated the additional use of a patch of surrounding voxels (3x3 voxels) 
and, a feature vector for a voxel was generated by sequential concatenation of the first 500 
autocorrelations from the voxel neighbourhood and the voxel itself. 
Through a feature selection process, we subsequently reduced the number of features to 
the set that showed the highest contribution towards improving the classifier’s performance. 
We then performed model selection, as we also did for the single voxel approach, using 5-
fold cross-validation method and by considering AUC as the evaluation score. We should 
note that class labels for all samples have been derived from the binary masks of the three 
cortical areas available in the Juelich histological atlas of the human brain [7, 8], after 
transformation from the MNI space [9] to the native MRF space. 
A.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Fig. Appx.A. 1 provides the single-voxel feature selection and model selection results. RBF-
SVM was found to perform best, with average AUC=0.76 (regularisation parameter C=118, 
kernel width parameter gamma=0.3). For all models the autocorrelations beyond 500 lags 
do not provide marked improvements in performance, suggesting that the first 500 lags 
might have the highest influence. This number of autocorrelation lags is taken from all 
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neighbourhood voxels of the target voxel in the patch-based analysis to form a feature vector 
of length 4500 (9 × 500).  
 
Fig. Appx.A. 1 The best AUC scores of four supervised classification algorithms are compared when 
trained with different subset of autocorrelation values as feature vectors using the four classification 
methods: KNN, L-SVM, RBF-SVM and RF. The solid circle on each plot represents the subset of 
autocorrelations at which that model showed its best performance. 
 
The patch-based results are provided in Table. Appx.A. 1, where the RBF-SVM model 
outperformed all other models investigated in this study (AUC=0.81; regularisation 
parameter C=28 and kernel width γ =0.1).  
 
Table. Appx.A. 1 The AUC of the three supervised classification methods using the patch approach. 
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Classification algorithm Best AUC Best performer parameters 
KNN 0.76 k-neighbours = 3 
RF 0.72 
max_features = 118 
n-estimators = 10 
RBF-SVM 0.81 
C = 28 
γ = 0.1 
 
Confusion matrices for the RBF-SVM approach are provided in Fig. Appx.A. 2 for single-
voxel and patch-based feature selection.  
 
Fig. Appx.A. 2 Confusion matrices for RBF-SVM with patch features (on the right) and the single voxel 
features (on the left). The AUC score of each classifier is stated at the top. 
We found the TPR (True Positive Rate) of predictions (indicated by green) to improve by 
using patch features (e.g. BA2 increase to 80.9% from 70.3%). This finding is particularly 
important, as BA2 has higher interindividual microarchitectonic variability than the other two 
areas, which makes accurate parcellation of this area challenging [10].  
Additionally, the FPR (False Positive Rate) for each area (indicated by non-green) is 
consistent with the microstructural similarity and dissimilarity of these areas established 
using other microstructural mapping studies [11, 12]. For example, for the case when the 
true class is BA4, the FPR for BA6 is much larger than for BA2, which suggests that BA4 is 
microarchitectonically more similar to BA6 than to BA2. 
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To further validate our approach, we tested the patch-based RBF-SVM classifier on a new 
set of samples (i.e. unseen by the classifier during the training) from MRF images of a 
participant. Fig. Appx.A. 3 depicts the distribution of the predicted class labels versus the 
true class labels (i.e. extracted from the Juelich histological brain atlas). 
 
Fig. Appx.A. 3 Using RBF-SVM and the patch approach, the voxels from one slice of a MRF scan (this 
participant was excluded from the training) are classified into BA2 (blue), BA4 (green) and BA6 
(yellow). The TPR of predictions for each class are represented by the same colours as their class 
labels. On the left, the true classes extracted from the Juelich histological brain atlas are provided for 
reference. 
A.5 CONCLUSIONS 
We showed the feasibility of developing a machine learning classification approach based 
on residual MRF signals for the purpose of automatic voxel-wise parcellation of the human 
brain cortex in vivo. We found features based on a patch of voxels led to higher prediction 
accuracy in comparison to a single voxel approach. 
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